Trust looksfor incentives to limit cut
Proposals for land development
bonuses and density transfers are
being examined by the Islands
Trust in response to concerns
about clear-cutting of the former
MacMillan-Bloedel properties on
Salt Spring Island.
Trustees Nick Gilbert and Pat

Byrne were scheduled to meet
yesterday (Tuesday) with islander
Ken Renaud to examine incentives the Trust might offer landowners in order to limit treecutting on the properties. Renaud, president of the Gulf
Islands Woodlot Operators' Asso-
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ciation, recently chaired an planning committee which compiled
detailed studies of the former MB
lands.
M B sold its island holdings —
4,800 acres covering seven blocks
— to Salt Spring Lands Ltd. on
December 31, 1987. The local

realty company has since re-sold
a number of the properties to
island landowners.
Gilbert said Saturday the Trust
hopes to convince the new owners
to take a long-term management
view of their properties. The
temptation is great, he explained,

to log and subdivide the lands in
return for cash to pay off purchase prices, but the Trust believes
it can offer equally-attractive
alternatives.
"We'll be discussing incenTurn to Page 2
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Action sought on
alcohol problems

Sign along Stewart Road warns

Logging
of lands
begins
Tree-cutting began last week
on one block of the Salt Spring
Island acreage formerly owned by
MacMillan-Bloedel.
The block, a 446-acre parcel
between Stewart Road and the
eastern shore of Salt Spring, was
purchased by local resident Murray Cyprus in January, shortly
after M B sold its 4,800 acres of
island property to Salt Spring
Lands Ltd.
Cyprus, who met with Island
Trustees Nick Gilbert and Pat
Byrne on Sunday to outline his
cutting and development plans
for the property, told Driftwood
he intends to clear approximately
150 acres of the block and phase
in building lots.
The property is governed by
zoning regulations requiring a
minimum 20-acre average, meaning it could hold 22 lots of varying
size. Cyprus said he does not
Turn to Page 2

Equipment was

By SUSAN D I C K E R
Salt Spring Island has the
highest per capita rate of alcoholrelated vehicle accidents of any
community in the Southern Vancouver Island region. Local police
say the situation is worsening,
and that alcohol and other drugs
are at the root of a "tremendous"
increase in juvenile crime on the
island.
Police, concerned members of
the community and parents ol
teenagers worry about growing
alcohol abuse, especially among
the young. While the problems is
not confined to Salt Spring — and
the reasons for alcohol abuse are
varied — police believe some
aspects of island life heighten the
problem.
One island "peculiarity" seen
as a contributing factor by RCMP
Cst. Jim Harrison is frequent age
mixing. He notes that at most
the group is made of up
of activity in nearby woods parties,
individuals aged anywhere from
13 to 40 years.
"We have more than our share
of old teenagers," he said.
One large factor leading to
alcohol abuse by young people
everywhere, agree those interviewed by Driftwood, is the easy
availability of liquor and society's
promotion of its consumption:
Alcohol abuse causes millions
of dollars in property damage
every year, takes thousands of
lives and disrupts many families.
Still, society gives drinking a high
profile: television commercials
suggest alcohol lies at the base of
everything "fun." And liquor
remains readily available to the
public — not just to those of legal
drinking age.
According to a 1987 survey by
the B.C. health ministry, threequarters of the adolescents queslined along road late last week
tioned in the province had used

alcohol during the previous year.
The majority of grade 12 students
said it is "fairly easy" or "very
easy" to obtain liquor. Seventyfive per cent of Grade Eight
students surveyed said alcohol
was relatively easy to obtain.
"I'm gravely concerned about
young people abusing alcohol,"
says Sidney probation officer Neil
Pierce.
The problem is generally
"pushed under the carpet," he
added. "Parents get upset with
kids using other drugs, such as
pot, yet they figure the use of
alcohol is part of growing up."
Parents play a large role in
alcohol abuse by adolescents,
according to Salt S p r i n g
psychologist Alice Friedman.
"Adolescents are reflections of
adults: if they see it (drinking) as
normal behaviour, they will deTurn to Page 10
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Separate real estate section added
Driftwood has grown to three
sections.

mailed in answer to off-island
enquiries.

Beginning with this week's
edition, Driftwood has assembled
all real estate advertising into a
single, eight-page section. The
move was made in answer to a
request by local realtors for a
pull-out section which could be

About 1,000 extra copies of the
section, called the Home Finders
Guide, will be printed for distribution by local realtors.
The remainder of the newspaper has experienced changes as a
result of the new third section.

Beginning this week, the three
sections are dubbed A, B and C
and numbered by section. For
instance, the section fronts are
pages A l , B l or C I .
In addition, the grouping of all
real estate advertising in one
section is expected to create more
column space for editorial copy in
the front two news sections.

:
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Density transfer, bonus system being drawn up
From Page 1
tives we could possibly offer,"
Gilbert said.
Yesterday's meeting was to
work out a development density
clustering system that would
encourage the new owners to
leave large tracts of land intact
and uncut. With a formula in
hand, the Trust plans to meet
with as many purchasers as
possible and ask them to work
together to transfer densities to
the blocks most suitable for
development. Joint-ventures
could take place on those blocks,
with the remaining lands left as
forest or woodlot.
Some of the properties pose
difficult development problems
— i.e., lack of easy access —
which can be avoided if densities
are transferred to more appropriate blocks, Gilbert said. The plan,
if accepted, would also work to

Incentives to be offered for long-range stewardship
minimize the amount of landclearing that might take place on
separate parcels. For instance,
development bonuses might be
offered in exchange for leaving
certain parcels or portions of
parcels uncut.
Gilbert said the Trust will
encourage limited cutting instead'
of clear-cutting, and point out the
tax breaks available if properties
are reclassified and operated as
tree farms.
"The owners I've talked to
sound responsible (about treecutting) but they may need some
help and guidance," Gilbert said.
" W e ' l l look at ways we can help
them work together. I recognize
that some would like to create
small lots, but it will be important

to try to arrange development to
leave a common forest."
He added: "It will be tempting
to cut quickly and pay off mortgages, but I'm fearful that will leave
them in a difficult position, with
no expectation of a reasonable
economic return on the land for
years to come."
Renaud, meanwhile, said the
quality and quantity of merchantable timber found on the M B
lands does not lend itself to
profitable wholesale tree-cutting.
"In some cases, the owners
might be able to pay off only 40
per cent of their mortgages from
the timber," he said. "There's
not enough net profit available,
after logging costs, to let them
cash out their mortgages."

One way to reduce the high cost
of interim financing, he said,
would be minimal-cost development of the parcels to the
maximum density permitted. But
by going that route, Renaud
pointed out, the landowners
would be bearing additional costs
for provision of water and roads
and running the risk of producing
building lots with minimum aesthetic appeal.
The density transfer and development bonus proposals being
examined by the Trust could help
property owners overcome those
problems, Renaud said. Through
joint development ventures on the
blocks most suitable for subdivision, and by reviving and properly managing the forested stands

Trust, developer meet to discuss
ROTARY
start of logging on former MB land
From Page 1
intend to develop any lots less
than five acres.
Development will begin with
five lots bordering Stewart Road,
and view lots will later be created
on the ridge on the property's
northern slope.
The part of the property bordering Stewart Road was the first
to see tree-cutting. That came last
Wednesday, after heavy equipment was unloaded in downtown
Ganges on Tuesday.
"I'm not trying to hide the fact
of what I'm doing," Cyprus said
of the high-profile arrival of the
machinery. "I could have brought
the stuff in at night and started
out in the bush and hid behind a
screen of trees," he said. "But I
didn't disguise the fact I brought
it in because I want to be up-front
about what I'm doing."
Sunday's meeting between
Cyprus and the Trust was attended
by Driftwood. Gilbert and Byrne
explained that they hoped soon to
present development transfer and
bonus incentives to buyers of the
former M B lands (see story,
above), in order to encourage
retention of as much forest land as
possible, and said Cyprus should
consider becoming involved in that
process.
At one point, Gilbert noted that
the Trust cannot influence logging practices but it hopes to find
creative ways to cluster developments on the land best-suited for
that purpose, thereby leaving
much of the forest land intact. It
is also interested in minimizing
clear-cutting.
Cyprus replied by expressing
interest in the density transfer
concept. He also told the two
trustees he was willing to consid-

er both the dedication of trails on
his acreage and a trade-off involving a portion of the property
bordering on Peter Arnell Park.
Several times, Cyprus said he was
prepared to sit down with the
trustees at any time, to discuss
his development plans and options or any concerns they might
have about his project.
In an earlier interview with
Driftwood, Cyprus stressed that
his development of the 446-acre
block would be long-term and
aesthetically appropriate. He said
he has informed the forests
ministry of his cutting plan,
although that step was not required, and has brought in the best
equipment and crews available
for the work.
"The Trust doesn't have me to
worry about this time," he said.
"I'm not the only one who will be
logging, and I won't be setting a
bad example. I don't want confrontation — I just want to do the
job the best way I can do it."
Referring to earlier land development and logging projects

which earned him some criticism,
Cyprus said an important difference this time is that he has
retained full control of the cutting
plan rather than leaving the work
to a contractor. He also noted that
he paid cash for the property.
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"I'm not into that piece of land
for the short term," he said. "I'm
going out of my way to do things
properly — I have absolute
control of the timber and the way
it will be removed, I have the best
equipment and people available
under the circumstances . . .
everything will be done to plan
and under the tightest scrutiny."
He added that his logging plan
will leave "obvious" sidehills
intact, that a full cleanup will be
made after cutting is completed,
and that no logs will be trucked on
weekends.
Although the wood cut on the
property could be exported, Cyprus said, he has sold the logs to a
new mill in Nanaimo and the
rights to the firewood to a local
operator.
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they own, owners would realize a
more profitable, long-term return
on their investments. For instance,
he said, tax breaks are available for
land reclassified as managed tree
farms.
"We're looking for a solution
where everyone wins," he said.
"The owners realize a good
return, the buyers get aesthetically-pleasing lots, and the community gets to put the developments
in the most suitable locations."
The community could also receive an expanded network of
hiking trails. The topic of trails
and trade-offs is expected to be
brought up by the Trust in its
discussions with the property
owners.
Proposals for trail easements
were plotted by Renaud's planning team before M B sold the
acreage, and have since been
re-drafted to minimize potential
impacts.
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For George De Long

Weather report
"Temperatures might go as high as 10, or even 11
degrees, today," reported the announcer.
"Temperature at this moment in downtown, is 10
degrees!"
It wasn't destined to be hard-pressed to meet the
forecast!

It's for the birds!
I heard mice.
For nearly half a century the very word mice
brought shivers down my wife's spine. Mice meant
cats and cats brought fleas and Barbara was allergic
to fleas. Fleas were to my life-partner what drafts
were to a former associate of mine.
Many a midnight was shattered when the
bedclothes were thrust back and Barbara frantically
searched for the flea which she was sure had reached
her. Nine times out of 10 she was right and would
catch the little beast.
This sound of mice had me listening carefully, but
I only heard it a couple of nights in the space above
the ceiling and beneath the upper floor. One
morning it was persistent and loud. I knew it for a
rat: no mouse could create that disturbance. While I
bathed and stewed in impatience to get some anti-rat
ammunition, the noise persisted above the
bathroom and I recognized it for what it was.
Occasionally we are visited by birds. We see
something trotting around the house and it proves
to be a bird. The small native birds crawl through
the small spaces in the siding and reach the
insulation above the ceiling and beneath the roof.
Lost, the bird flutters its way clear of the insulation
and finally finds the chimney opening in the fabric.
Last week I brainwaved and opened the closet
door behind the fireplace. Within minutes there was
a small bird running around the living room.
It looked like a mouse and it weighed as much as a
mouse, but unlike any mouse, it flew away out of the
window.

Coincidence!
Remember me to Harry Graham, I wrote last
week, recalling the verses of that humorist. I had a
phone call almost immediately.
Jim Campbell called me from Saturna to tell me
that he is committed to coincidences.
As he related it, he came in from the great outside
— and there's a lot of that on Saturna — sat to a

coffee and picked up a book that Lorraine had left
out for him. While he drank the juice of the good
Colombia beans, he laughed over the book. But
there was work to be done and he set it aside.
Within hours he returned to the house and picked
up Driftwood. The first thing he saw as he opened it
at random was my reminiscence of Harry Graham,
the writer. He couldn't believe it. The book he had
found by his coffee was Graham's Ruthless Rhymes.

Pinned-up shirts!
I explained that I am fearful of pins in new shirts
and the hazard of injury should I wear the shirt
without removing every pin.
I had an instant response from former Galiano
Islander Bill Bamford, who edits the bulletin of the
Army, Navy and Air Force Unit in Sidney. On page
three of that publication for December is the
paragraph terming an "acle"as that rogue pin which
shirtmakers conceal in the most improbable fold of
a new shirt.
"Its function is to stab you when you don the
garment."
Bamford explains that he lifted this and other
paragraphs from the Book of Life.

Cold water washing!
Growing old in a household populated mainly
with women, I learned from loud screams and tears
that certain articles of clothing don't wash so well in
hot water. My own system has always been ruthless.
I throw everything dirty into the machine and it
comes out clean, mostly.
But I was curious when a fellow lonely old man
explained that he used cold-water detergent in his
laundry tub. I asked him why and he explained that
it saves the high cost of hot water.
I like saving money, but for the life of me I cant
figure that he saves all that much. The average week
sees the machine run about three times, using warm
water for the wash cycle and cold water for rinsing.
I figure it's because he still thinks with a British
accent. In that great land which once I adorned, the
average household turns up the heat when a bath or
a wash is in prospect and then turns off the heat to
the hot water to save power. The majority of
washing machines I saw are equipped with a heating
unit to bring the water to the required temperature. I
still haven't got it figured out how much you save by
turning off the power to the hot water tank and
running a heater on the washing machine.
But I ain't screaming. At least, not yet!

Couple's lottery win
a birthday surprise
Salt Spring Islander George De
Long received an unexpected
birthday present last week when
he discovered his jointly-held
lottery ticket was worth close to
$150,000.
Last Friday De Long and Janet
Foster collected a cheque for
$148,128.50 from the British Columbia Lottery Corporation.
The two bought the. Lotto 649
ticket on De Long's birthday —
February 2 — from et cetera in
Ganges.
"I had a feeling of disbelief
that went on for about three
days," De Long said of the win.
The winning numbers were
drawn Wednesday, February 3.
" A t first I didn't believe it,"
Foster said. "I was watching the
draw and checked off the numbers. For some reason I thought
we had four numbers correct. I
checked again and realized it was
five numbers, plus the bonus
number."
The '36-year-old Foster is a
dental assistant in Ganges. De

Long, 42, works for the B.C.
Ferry Corporation.
What will they do with their
windfall? Maybe a trip to Europe
— something they were considering prior to the win.
De Long said that he, like
everyone else who buys lottery
tickets, fantasizes about how the
winnings will be spent. However,
he added that when the "reality
strikes" everything is different.
"It's not enough money to
retire on, so I can't just go and
quit my job."
Both winners plan to invest
their share — a little over $74,000
each — until they have had more
time to reach decisions.
De Long suggested he would
speak to different people before
deciding where and how to invest
the winnings.
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Long-term tree management system
offered as alternative to clear-cutting
First 1/2
NYSE

The president of the Gulf
Islands Woodlot Operators' Association says timber harvesting on
Salt Spring's former M B lands
would be best carried out under
what
is
known
as
the
"shelterwood" method.
Ken Renaud, who earlier
chaired a planning group which
examined all of the M B lands in
detail, said the shelterwood system is a long-range program with
long-term benefits.
It begins with a partial clear-cut
— one that leaves standing a
scattering of selected trees to
"seed" regeneration. Since they
will be the source of future

stands, the seed trees are chosen
for genetic attributes (i.e.,
height, form and vigour).
Along with providing seed, the
trees left standing give shade and
shelter for seedlings, and protection for the site. On the aesthetic
side, they give the site a more
natural appearance when viewed
from a distance.
Once in place, the system has
three steps, "all of which yield
saleable products and spread
income over a period of 10 to 20
years," according to The Woodland Steward, a handbook for
woodlot operators.

The first step is a preparatory
cut, similar to thinning, which
removes about 20 to 25 per cent of
the regenerating stand to provide
more growing space for the
remaining trees.
Step two is the seed cut, which
removes all but the best seed
trees while opening up the canopy
enough to allow establishment of
seedlings. Spacing might vary
from 30 to 40 feet, depending on
the species and site.
The final step is the removal of
the older trees, made after regeneration is assured and the new
trees are about waist high.
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CLASS MAIL REGISTRATION

Last week's start to logging on some of the Salt
Spring Island acreage recently sold to private
hands by MacMillan-Bloedel has given rise to
public concern over its subsequent impact on these
shores. If those concerns are not addressed, they
threaten to multiply.
Fears about this latest step in the evolution of
the MB lands, as registered with the Islands Trust
and with Driftwood, are not linked to tree-cutting
per se, but to the extreme-case scenario envisioned. The prospect of sufficient clear-cutting to
cause adverse long-term effects on waershed areas
and aesthetics, and of creation of enough new
subdivisions to force a decline in overall land
values on the island, are the main points raised in
response to the sight of logging equipment.
And fanning the flames, of course, is a
frustration fuelled by the speed with which the
land-clearing process has been launched, and by
the apparent lack of influence the local Islands
Trust has on the drama now being played out.
We say apparent because the Trust still has one
card up its sleeve. Whether that card settles this
hand is up to the other players and, ultimately, to
the island populace at large.
While the Trust has no direct control over treecutting, it can exercise a measure of indirect
influence if it manages to come up with a system of
density transfers and development bonuses that is
sufficiently attractive to the landowners who now
hold the bulk of the former MB properties. The
Trust may have to cut a deal to win over the
owners — a deal which would go to the public by
way of rezoning bylaws allowing higher-thannormal development densities and creation of
subdivision clusters.
Essentially, the proposal the Trust hopes to put
before the owners is the same one it discussed with
MB: transfer enough densities to single blocks of
land to allow a financially-attractive development
and leave the bulk of the lands intact. The only
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difference now is that the Trust must deal with a
collection of owners,.not a single landowner.
But why would the new owners agree to give the
Trust a degree of control over their properties that
it does not now enjoy? Because the Trust may be
able to offer them joint economic advantages that
go beyond what the blocks of land offer by
themselves.
Overall, the M B lands contain poor stands of
timber (why else were they on the market for so
long?) and too few sites suitable for attractive
subdivision development. Moreover, since the
start of this year, they have been reclassified as
straight forestland and cannot be returned to full
tree farm status until and unless the tax assessment branch considers them to be managed.

In other words, the clustering and density bonus
proposals being examined by the Trust would
presumably offer the landowners prime jointventure development sites and a chance for tree
farm status tax breaks. But to bring the owners on
side, those incentives will have to be attractive
enough to diminish the lure of immediate financial
gain offered by the land-clearing and subdivision
race.
Which brings us back to the public's role in the
equation. Trade-offs proposed by the Trust will
eventually have to be put before the electorate in
the form of bylaws brought to public hearing.
Endorsement, if merited, could prove as
satisfactory as now appears possible to all
concerned; dismissal would bring us back to
square one.

Concern stems from speed of cut, uncertainty
The voice at the other end of
the telephone link to Vancouver
apologized for sounding emotional and betraying more than a hint
of frustration, but . . . well, this
logging on that former piece of
MacMillan-Bloedel property on
Stewart Road was upsetting as
hell.
The caller owns property near
the site now subject to treecutting. She was not, she stressed, anti-development or protrees or a rabble-rouser somewhere in the middle — she was
just troubled that the area was
quiet one day and crowded with
machines the next, and no one
seemed to know what the fallout
was likely to be.
"Everything is happening so
fast," the woman said, "that I'm
afraid for what might be in six

months. We might be looking at
stumps, and by then it will be too
late."
The tone of that telephone
conversation was repeated a few
times throughout the day, by
permanent and temporary island
residents alike.
The common thread linking
each call was the feeling that the
tree-cutting activity dropped like
a bolt out of the sky, that the
community in general has had no
opportunity to assess or discuss
the potential island-wide impacts
resulting from this and other
logging projects expected on the
lands just sold by M B , and that
there was no appropriate course
of citizen action open to them
even if the chance to comment
have been given.
Those calls came to me after

my word
by
duncan

macdonnell

the people had spoken with
Islands Trust representative Nick
Gilbert. They accepted what he
had to say — that the Trust has no
authority to regulate tree-cutting
on private lands — but found it
disturbing to realize that such
activities are not covered by the
terms of the Trust's "preserve
and protect" mandate.

(A point, by the way, which
trustees from several member
islands have raised at Trust
Council meetings and have hopes
of rectifying through a referral
process with the forests ministry.)
Regardless, the sentiment most
often expressed by my callers was
that none was opposing to the
Stewart Road logging per se —
they just wanted to be reassured
that cutting on lots bordering
watersheds will proceed with
care, that a wholesale flurry of
development will not flood the
local market with lots and drive
values down, and that cutting will
not denude vast pockets of landscape.
The swiftness of the arrival of
the machinery, coupled with the
absence of proper channels for
some sort of citizen referrals, has

left those callers frustrated and
upset. Faced with a toothless
Trust, they spoke of going up the
ladder to their MLAs to call for a
temporary halt that would give
time to assess what's happening
to their island.
And here's the kicker: if that
course fails, a few callers said
they would be prepared to mimic
the course taken in other areas.
They cited the protests at Meares
Island and on Galiano Island, and
pointed out that those actions won
concessions even though everyone said they never had a chance.
As my first caller put it: "If
someone called me and said they
were going up there to chain
themselves to a tree, I'd be over in a
minute."
It looks like we're in for an
interesting few weeks.
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Perspectives

fetters

Editor's note: The following is
an open letter to Municipal Affairs
Minister Rita Johnston, filed with
this newspaper for publication.

•

Our Planning Association has
been pleased to participate actively
in the review of the Islands Trust.
We have read with interest,
appreciation and concern
Chairman David Mercier's report,
and are writing to share with you
our perspectives.
We appreciate and concur with
the c o m m i t t e e ' s u n a n i m o u s
support of the objects of the Trust,
and the strengthening of its
mandate.
We are deeply concerned at the
proposal to assign to the Trust the
responsibility of operating an
Islands regional district, and that
this has become the prime focus of
the report. This was not a proposal
put forth for discussion in the
public hearings, and is not a
subject receiving significant
evaluation by the many individuals
and groups who attempted in full
conscience to participate in the
democratic process.
We feel that the establishment of
an Islands regional district would
apply immediate pressure to
maximize the tax base to pay for
regional services. This would
increase the incentive to develop
the area, in absolute contradiction
to the Trust mandate to preserve
and protect the rural nature of the
islands.
Only by combining the rural
Islands with urban areas in the
same regional district can the
necessary transfers occur to allow
adequate services, while at the
same time protecting the rural
qualities of the islands for the
adjacent major population centres
and the rest of the province to
enjoy.
We feel that our concern about
the regional district proposal in no
way diminishes the importance or
value of the Islands Trust study
that you had commissioned. If the
briefs presented in the day's
hearings on Salt Spring were
representative, a great deal of
community thought
and
evaluation of the Trust went into
the submissions. The mandate to
strengthen the capacity of the
Trust to "preserve and protect" has
been clearly established. The need
for additional funding to carry out
this mandate has been endorsed.
Within the texts of the submissions
are concepts that merit much more
attention than the statistical
summary in the chairman's report.

competence, reassurance and
cheerfulness.
THE JACQUEST FAMILY,
Ganges.
P . S . A special thanks to our cat,
Buff, for waking us up.

Slink
Sir,
England and France have the
Chunnel, and Spud Island has its
Flink (fixed link). A r e we less?
I propose the Slink, a floating
semi-link with civilization and the
big island: two floating piers with
a short ferry run between (free
enterprise, of course).
Think of the possibilities: seaside promenades, rowboat rentals,
windmills, pier fishing, deep-water
sea life and a nuclear submarine
receiving gallery. The tourism
potential is fantastic.
Yet, best of all is the swimming
pool — an air-supported dome
with real waves (no fakes here),
no powerline radiation and natural ozone. A n d the cost would be
buried in the grand scheme.
Islanders write! Civilization is
so wonderfully near, yet neatly
kept at bay. Support the Slink.
L. W A L L B A N K ,
Vesuvius.

Serenity
Sir,
This month has been a wonderful time for getting out and
enjoying the island's beauty and
serenity. Unfortunately, we get so
caught up in making a living,
working with committees and
organizations, dealing with personal problems — and a host of
other excuses and rationalizations, real and imaginary — that
it seems such an effort to get out
for a hike or a walk, or to simply
sit and enjoy our scenery.
Fortunately, I have a number of
friends who will make a point of
calling to provide me with the
impetus to take that walk or hike.
Recently, I went up to M t .
Maxwell and was thoroughly
surprised (and pleased) to see the
wonderful road work done there.
The ditching and culverts to
control water runoff, the grading
and the pothole repairs have
turned what was a torturous ride
for vehicles and passengers into a
pleasant trip. W e parked at the
first lookout and hiked to the top,
for a totally relaxing and enjoyable
day.
Another outing was made up

We commend you for initiating
the study.
Can we in any way assist your
ministry in bringing the findings to
fruition?
SYD WIGEN,
Chairman,
Salt Spring Planning Association.

behind the old Y camp near
Weston Lake, and covered much
of a parcel of land recently sold by
M a c M i l l a n - B l o e d e l . I suspect
thanks must go to our local hiking
club for making the trail so well.
This is a special area because of
the handful of huge, old and
venerable fir trees seen along the
way.
It took five people to encircle
one of these " o l d friends of
nature," and we all gave a silent
prayer that they would be spared
the indignity of being felled for
the god of short-term profit, over
the joy and beauty their long-term
presence will bring.
DAVID CLEGG,
Long Harbour.

Home
Sir,
In the fall of 1985, with
increasing awareness of the nuclear arms race, I realized that
even the tiny island I lived on was
threatened. It was so difficult for
me to accept, I needed to know:
Was it true? If so, will it change?
Do others know this? A m I just
overreacting? Maybe I don't have
all the information.
These were questions I wasn't
able to answer on Galiano Island.
Then I heard about a walk across
the' U . S . from Los Angeles to
Washington, D . C . — a total of
3,700 miles. A perfect opportunity to ask my questions, especially
since the U . S . is one of the two
main players in the race for more
arms.
So I walked. I walked with 500
other people, and I asked my
questions and I listened. In
Washington, I felt a little clearer,
but there was still more questions, so I continued walking —
this time in Georgia to Florida. I
visited the people who were
making the weapons I watched
being fired and tested, and all I
received was more questions.
Then I walked in England, in
Germany and in Greece. I returned to the U . S . and walked in
New England. Questions and
more questions. No answers.
A n d now I'm home. How happy
I am, so safe, so secure. Such joy,
such luxury, to sit with my feet
up, with a cup of hot coffee, and
read Driftwood. How I had longed
to read about 4 - H activities,
church notices and golf notices.
But I turn the page, and there
is a charming smile protruding
from an armoured tank, and
somehow I'm not amused. I read

537-9995

JAMES PASUTA
BARRISTER & SOLICITOR
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Sir,
A big thank you to the Ganges
Volunteer Fire Department, which
responded so quickly to our call
early Sunday morning.
We are a fortunate community
to have such a large group of
individuals trained and ready to
come to our assistance 24 hours a
day.
We a l l appreciated your

Ken
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on and am asked to compare the
difference between a European
car—"driving in its purest form"—
and a CF-18 fighter plane, "slightly,
modified."
I try, but I think: Does the
slight -n\odification mean they
both can kill, but one is modified
specifically for that purpose? Is
that considered slight?
Power, purity, prized possessions. A n d they better well be, for
I read that we spend $5 billion
making them. I pause for a
moment and try to visualize what
$5 billion of food and shelter
would look like.
I read on, about the " b a d , bad
years of the 1970s" when spending money on weapons was not a
priority. Where an informant (?)
didn't get a chance to fire real
missiles from his $20,000 blowpipe. I imagine how many carts
of groceries you could fill for
$20,000.
So this must be the good news
for the 1980s. I read the White
Paper has plans to increase
defence spending. I'm told that
because of limited job opportunities, we now have more ambitious
young Canadians in the A r m e d
Forces.
Now I understand. It's not
defence any more. It's economics.
How silly of me to not know.
It's business, a lucrative business — build more weapons,
create more jobs, make more
money, build more weapons.
More, more, faster. But another

Renaud

C.E.T., B.D., B.flrch,

\

Member of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada
Associate Member(only) of the Architectural Institute of BC

question: the Americans have
been doing this much better, and
for a longer time, but as I walked I
saw the homeless, the hungry,
the deserted farms and factories.
Maybe if I stop walking and move
faster, I wouldn't notice.
But I did walk, and the German
villagers and I, in the Fulda area,
plugged our ears as those exciting
planes s c r e a m e d over t h e i r
homes. They were not excited, as
we would not be if this happened
constantly over our tranquil Gulf
Islands. They were not impressed
when, picking blueberries in the
forest, they walked into a M X
missile. Nor was I when I looked
down the barrel of a gun held by a
soldier guarding his tank. I was
too frightened, as was he, for me
to ask if this was the latest
Leopard tank.
M y memories are full, for when
you walk you get to see many
things. Y o u also see the incredible beauty of this one and only
home we have — one that we
don't own, we just get to caretake
and, hopefully, pass it on to the
next generation.
I obviously still have a lot more
to learn, so I will keep on walking
and listening for as long as
countries continue to believe that
violence is the only way to resolve
our differences.
Interestingly, I now feel more
optimistic about our future than
when I left my home two years
ago. But I sometimes find it
difficult to understand how we
can continue to justify and glorify
an insane world situation.
DEREK YOUNGS,
Galiano Island.

THE BEST LAND VALUES ON THE
MARKET TODAY
10% DOWN, 9% FINANCING
VENDOR SAYS "SELL THEM ALL"

LOT 8 - 5.05 ac. - $36,900
LOT 15 - 3.00 +- - $24,000
LOT 16 - 5.96 ac. - $35,OOC
L O T A - 5.1 ac. - $39,000
LOT B - 8.25 ac. - $39,000
Contact ARVID C H A L M E R S
at 537-5568 or 537-2182
" M u l t i p l e Listing Service
Gold A w a r d W i n n e r "
P.O. Box 929, Ganges, B . C .
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Central America: power, profits and paranoia
"(America) goes not abroad in
search of monsters to destroy ...
the fundamental maxim of policy
would insensibly change from
liberty to force ... she might
become the dictatress of the world.
She would no longer be the ruler oj
her own spirit."
John Quincy Adams
•
By A N D R E W G I B S O N
Central America is a scaleddown Vietnam. In both, America
has used her o v e r w h e l m i n g
military power to thwart the
legitimate aspirations of de facto
colonies; in both she has had
massive recourse to subterfuge, lies
and covert action.
The counterpart of Vietnam's
infamous Phoenix program of
assassination is the Nicaraguan
contra assault on civilians. The
'secret' bombing of Cambodia is
echoed by the secret mining of
Corinto, and there are even M y
Lais, such as the R i o Sumpul
massacre in E l Salvador and at
Finca San Francisco in
Guatemala.
T h e m i l i t a r y machines of
Guatemala, Honduras and E l
Salvador are armed and trained by
America, just as were those of the
South Vietnam puppet regime.
The attempt in Vietnam to portray
feudal warlords like Diem as
popular democratic leaders is
succeeded by the propaganda
transformation of Guatemala's
Rios Montt and Mejia Victores.
A m e r i c a ' s sinister p a r a l l e l
government, the C I A , goes about
its dirty work in Central America
as in Vietnam. There is the same
hysterical equating of reform with
communism, the same visions of
hordes of Marxists pouring across,
not the Pacific, but the R i o
Grande.
Most A m e r i c a n s aren't
impressed by these. predictable
alarums (two thirds of them
oppose aid to the contras), yet even
after the Iran-Contra hearings
exposed part of the flim-flam,
there has been little of the unrest
that a c c o m p a n i e d the other
quagmire in Vietnam.
There are two reasons for this, of
w h i c h p r o b a b l y the m o r e
important is that it is not
Americans who are dying. The
other is the compulsive timidity of
the mass media, striving to be seen
as 'balanced'. There is always an on
the other hand, always a neutral or
favourable editorial for every
critical one. Americans are left
technically informed, but without
a basis for a real opinion.
Of course, they have a free press,
and can find out more than what
they get between commercials, but
m o s t o f t h e m have m o r e
immediate concerns than the
unpleasant things that may or may
not be happening in little countries
thousands of miles away.
But we in Canada should be
concerned, because our economic
ties with America, and hence our
political and cultural ties, may
soon be strengthened. Some
indication of how we will be

LAW

treated by this neighbour 10 times
our size may be revealed by how
she has treated other countries in
this hemisphere.
Her record is abysmal, and it is
not necessary to go ba,ck many
decades to demonstrate that. Let's
begin in 1934, when she thwarted
the S a n d i n o r e v o l u t i o n i n
Nicaragua, and installed the brutal
Somoza dynasty.
America trained and equipped
S o m o z a ' s infamous N a t i o n a l
Guard, and supported the tyrants
for 45 years while they looted and
terrorized the country. She only
stopped supporting him at the end
of a 10-year insurrection, when he
was about to be overthrown (for

which she now claims credit).
When the Sandinistas, failing to
k o w - t o w , instituted reforms,
America created an army of
mercenaries led by the National
Guard assassins, leaned on the
neighbouring countries to give
them sanctuary, and trained them
in forays against the Nicaraguan
infrastructure — schools, health
centres and co-operatives. Tens of
thousands of civilians have been
killed.
America also instituted an
economical blockade, J o deny this
poorest
o f c o u n t r i e s even
humanitarian supplies. N o w she is
desperately trying to scuttle
Central America's own plan to

bring peace to the region.
Nicaragua's neighbours are,
except for Costa Rica, in even
worse shape; each is ruled by a
U.S.-funded military well trained
in the techniques" of terror. They
have generated hundreds of
thousands of refugees, and preside
over some of the most miserable
countries — or satrapies — in the
world.
America's interventions, covert
or overt, have thwarted reform in
Guatemala, E l Salvador, the
Dominican Republic and Chile.
She may yet do so in Nicaragua,
and she has failed only in Cuba, by
driving that country into the
embrace of the Soviets.

Americans should be outraged
that these cruel and inept policies
are being carried out in their name.
The nation will lose its soul unless
this run-amok parallel government
of covert action is brought to heel.
Canadians should be outraged,
too, because what happens to the
peoples in this hemisphere is
important to us. It is not in our
interests to be allied with a state
which, although proclaiming itself
to be the world's last best hope,
causes o r e n c o u r a g e s s u c h
violations of humanity as now
torment so many countries once
thought to be protected by the
Monroe Doctrine.

more letters
Mangling
Sir,
Please, M r . Richards! Get your
Oxford Quotations the right way
up, or speak to your proofreader
(have y o u got one?) about
m a n g l i n g y o u r text. H a r r y
Graham's deathless verse runs:
Billy, in one of his nice new
sashes.
Fell in the fire and was burnt to
ashes;
Now, although the room grows
chilly,
I haven't the heart to poke poor
Billy.
The same words are in Bartlett's
Familiar Quotations. Little Willie
is from another stanza, as I
remember going:
Little Willie from his mirror
Licked the mercury right off,
Thinking in his childish error
It would cure the whoopingcough.
At the funeral, his mother
Smartly said to Mrs. Brown,
" 'Twas a chilly day for Willie
When the mercury went down. "
Ruthless Rhymes for Heartless
Homes and its sequel were
reprinted by Dover Press, and
probably still in print.
M U R R A Y SHOOLBRAID,
Ganges.

Educate
Sir,
Some time ago, it was suggested
by one of your readers that because
certain adults of all ages — of the
type you find occasionally on
South Moresby, Meares and in the
Stein Valley — do not understand
the fine points of logging, selective
and otherwise, it would be a good
thing to educate the very young
about logging, in the schools.
Perhaps your reader had in
mind distributing the "loggers'kit"
mentioned in your recent editorial.
In any case, there is, perhaps, a
fair example of "logging or tree-
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Jonathan L. Oldroyd

cutting" to be seen now on Stewart
Road, just across from Arnell
Park. Perhaps this is just one of the
forthcoming six or seven examples
from which the children may learn
about land regulation, private
ownership, and how citizens of
Salt Spring Island can exercise
their rights.
I would suggest to interested
teachers of the young that, given
the speed of "tree-cutting" these
days, they should not postpone
these learning opportunities too
long. Also, Stewart Road is,
perhaps, not at its best at this point
in time; yet it may get worse by this
spring.
LOWELL HICKS,
Fulford Harbour.

terminating over 60,000 unborn
babies each year in Canada.
Fortunately for the Jews, there
were many compassionate people
who, believing in the value of every
human being and at great personal
risk and inconvenience, gave
temporary refuge to many. Some
even gave their own lives to save
others.
These are the true heroes —
those who save life rather than
destroy it, even when "expediency"
might dictate otherwise.
The Jews and those who aided
them to survive were extremely

resourceful and were rewarded
with better days. Not only do we as
Canadian women have more
resources and conveniences at our
disposal than at any other time in
history, but I believe we are more
resourceful than we are being given
credit for by some. The true
heroines among us will also choose
to temporarily give refuge to the
"unwanted" in the womb, knowing
that they are sincerely wanted by
thousands now on lengthy
adoption waiting lists.
V A L KONIG,
Ganges.

• GRADER . ^

Victims
Editor's note: The following is
an open letter to Dr. Henry
Morg'entaler,
filed
with this
newspaper for publication.

KEN TARA EXCAVATING
C.10

8URQOYNE BAY ROAD

RR.1 Fulford Harbour B.C.
VOS 1C0
653-9255

Sir,
Y o u say you have won a great
victory for women? I am appalled
— the more so to know that you
are by birth a "son of Abraham."
M a y I respectfully remind you
of a time in not-too-distant history
when members of your own race
were "unwanted" by the Nazis,
hunted relentlessly, and sucked
limb from limb from out of the
womb of Europe. (Sounds a bit
like suction abortion, doesn't it?)
It has been said that those who
have been the victims of abuse
often become the abusers. It is a
great tragedy that a member of the
race that suffered the great
Holocaust would now take part in
another holocaust w h i c h is
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Established

Personal Service to the Gulf Islands
Bi-monthly, by request.
Please phone either telephone number for
watch & clock repairs and appraisals.
Pender Island:
629-3253

WILF J. CRAVEN
G.R.l.T. in Horology
1037 Fort St., Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K5

Victoria:
383-9251

QUEEN MARGARET'S SCHOOL
"The International School for Girls"

A p p l i c a t i o n s for enrolment are n o w b e i n g
accepted for those w i s h i n g to enter Grades
4 - 12 in September, 1988.

The school features
an outstanding equestrian program:
• certified instructors
• indoor & outdoor arenas
• 39 horses "on staff"

BARRISTER, SOLICITOR & NOTARY PUBLIC
660 Brownsey Avenue, Duncan, B.C. V9L 1C2
Telephone: (604) 746-4185

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION
Mon.-Fri.
9:00-5:00

537-2752

121 McPhillips
Ganges

In preparation for your daughter's future,
enquire today.

Peter Hill, B.A., B.Th.
Headmaster

A member of
I.S.A. and C.A.I.S.
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Time for premier
to 'eat his words'
V I C T O R I A — The recent ruling
by the Supreme Court of Canada
that our abortion laws are unconstitutional certainly put the cat
amongst the pigeons.
Abortion king D r . Henry M o r genthaler greeted the decision
with a jubilant every child a
wanted child, every mother a
willing mother; pro-choice supporters everywhere were ecstatic,
while pro-life disciples went into
mourning.
Here at home, Premier Vander
Zalm was less than pleased with
the ruling, but an N D P member
"celebrated" it in a church
basement. Health Minister Peter
Dueck is trying to hang onto
abortion committees by c a l l i n g .
them something else, but doctors
are refusing to go along with the
government.
The ruling has instilled new life
into B . C . politics. O l d animosities
have been renewed, ideological
lines drawn and dictionaries of
political platitudes dusted off.
Opposition Leader M i k e Harcourt has called for Dueck's
resignation; the health minister
accused Harcourt of wanting
everybody to have an abortion,
whether they're pregnant or not.
Whether Dueck should resign
is academic. H e won't. Nor is the
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been disbanded by the Supreme
Court. W e are not trying to get
them back. W e just want a second
opinion on whether an abortion is
necessary for the health of the
woman. That opinion can come
from a doctor or an advisor or
whatever," Dueck said.
It still sounds like abortion
committees. The doctors must
have thought so, too, because
they immediately announced that
they wouldn't provide any such
second opinions.
It's a sad day when a premier
and his health minister must be
reminded that compliance with
the law is an absolute necessity if
our system is to work.
Governments are always eager
to point out that defiance of the
law is no way to bring about
change. W h e n Vander Zalm
rammed B i l l 19 down the unions'
throats, he advised them to take
their complaints to the ballot box,
but not to defy the law.
It's time for the premier to eat
his words. He may not like
'They confuse their abortions. A lot of people don't.
that doesn't give him or
responsibilities to their But
anyone else the right to defy a
consciences with theirSupreme Court ruling.
Vander Zalm and his health
responsibilities to the minister
are the victims of a
public'
disease which strikes many politicians. They confuse their responsibilities to their consciences with
their responsibilities to the public. They believe they know
premier about to ask him for his
what's best for the public, and
resignation, although he should.
they will go to any length to
The minister's response to the
impose their principles on others.
Supreme Court ruling was in clear
W e l l , that's not the way it's
defiance of an order by Canada's
done. The premier probably
highest court.
knows better than anyone what's
The Supreme Court ruled that
good for himself and his family.
the nation's abortion laws are
But to pretend he knows what's
unconstitutional. It ruled that
best for his fellow citizens is
women are free to choose — in
presumptuous and arrogant.
consultation with their doctors —
There was nothing wrong with
whether, when and where to have
the premier's initial attempts at
an abortion.
stemming the rising tide of
Hours after the ruling came
abortions in British Columbia.
down, Dueck announced that the
His government was within its
provincial government wouldn't
rights to introduce any measures
fund abortions performed outside,
that would reduce the number of
hospitals. He also said the govunnecessary abortions.
ernment wouldn't fund abortions,
When his government estabthe need for which wasn't certilished abortion committees, profied by "some sort of mechachoice supporters didn't like it,
n i s m " within the hospital strucbut they had to live with the law.
ture.
Now that law has been struck
That sounds an awful lot like
down by the Supreme Court, and
the abortion committees which
pro-life supporters must live with,
had just been declared unconstithat decision.
tutional and, therefore, illegal.
No one is above the law, not
Not so, said the health minister.
even the premier. In fact, the
The government wasn't trying to
premier least of all. It's time for
outlaw abortions. It was just
the premier and his health ministrying to make sure that only
ter to reaffirm that basic principle
necessary
abortions are
perand start living with the law,
formed.
whether they like it or not.
" A b o r t i o n committees
have
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'Cargo Cult* comparison

Fixed link solutions found within islanders
By M I K E H U M P H R I E S
In recent years, there has been a
resurgence of debate on the
question of whether to connect
islands to larger adjacent land
masses. Currently the debate rages
in Prince Edward Island, and on
Gabriola and Vancouver islands.
It would appear that a similar
debate in the United Kingdom has
been decided, even though the jury
will not report on the effects of that
decision for many generations to
come.
T h r o u g h o u t these debates,
many reasons are given for
decisions to proceed — but most of
them can be reduced to questions
of jobs, economics and the need for

more letters
Thanks
Sir,
I wish to thank all who donated
to the Ethiopian relief drive held
on January 29. A total of $ 1,491.90
was raised for food, trucks and
spares. If anyone missed the drive
and would still like to donate,
please contact me.
1 would also like to thank the
three bank managers, all the
volunteers, and the lady who
loaned me the poster that I would
like to return, if she would please
phone me.
JEAN KNIGHT,
Ganges.

Concerns
Sir,
Many people in our community
— including parents, teachers and
students — have expressed
concerns over the years about
certain aspects of the "all-night,
after-grad" beach party held
a n n u a l l y after
graduation
exercises in June.
In order to address these
concerns a n d , hopefully, to
develop constructive suggestions
for dealing with them, the G I S S
Parents' Advisory Committee has
scheduled a special meeting to be
h.eld Monday, February 15, at 7:30
pm in the High School Band
Room.
A l l concerned students, parents,
teachers, and other community
members are urged to attend.
Parents' Advisory Committee.

r

In many cultures these actions
were supported by creation stories

V
Buff the cat is a hero i n the
Jacquest household.
Under normal circumstances,
his activities last Sunday night
would have earned the cat some
disapproval for causing another
disturbance. But that all changed
when his owners realized their cat
was sounding the alarm for an
early-morning fire.
Just before 6 am Sunday, the
Jacquest home awoke to a sound
of a "tremendous crash" downstairs.
"I ignored i t , " says Pat Jacquest. She knew it was just Buff the
cat knocking something off a shelf
again.
But her husband, Peter, decided to investigate the noise. Downstairs, he found the house filled
with smoke and saw that the
verandah was engulfed in flames.
The Jacquest family quickly
evacuated the house and called
the fire department. Luckily, the
fire was located near a tap and
hose, and Peter Jacquest was
able to bring the flames under
control by the time volunteer
fire-fighters arrived.
The damage was not extensive,

O

I

linked to the notion that salvation
would arrive in the form of cargoes
carried by sailing ships from
distant places.
In time, of course, the people
would realize that no cargoes
would arrive — not on that day, at
least — and they would return
once more to their normal
activities. After a decent interval,
as soon as stockpiles had been
replenished, the high priests would
once again invoke the power of the

E v e n t u a l l y , some islanders
heard rumours that other islands
had r e c e i v e d cargoes f r o m
offshore, but the list of imports

•
«/
according to Pat Jacquest, but the
fire did burn through to the
drywall on the corner of the
house, and the deck needs rebuilding.
"It's a lesson learned the tough
way," she says, pointing out that
fire likely started from a bag of
"dead" ashes, from the woodstove, which had been left on the
verandah.
According to the fire depart-

M
ment, the heavily-insulated wall
of the house-prevented it from
going up in flames right away.
" W e were lucky it didn't get
g o i n g , " Pat Jacquest says. " A n d
that the cat woke us u p . "
The cause of the noisy crash
was a metal lunch box falling
from the fridge top.

i n c l u d e d strange diseases,
enslavements, and some rather
frightening religions. In time they
accepted the value of the myth as
reason for a party, but rejoiced
that no ships appeared on their
shores.
Real islanders do not need
bridges, tunnels or even ferries.
They can find within what is
needed to flourish. The problem
for all of us who live on islands is to
decide how much we really wish to
be islanders.

•
Mike Humphries is a Lasqueti
Island
resident
and former
chairman of the Islands Trust
Council.

THE STRATHCONA HOTEL j
I

invites you to

f | M BRING YOUR VALENTINE TO VICTORIA

i

Double with bath—just $29.95

the CUCKOO'S NEST, and BIG BAD JOHN'S hillbilly bar, nightly to 2 am.
plus tax
• Reservations required. This coupon must be presented upon check-in.
Offer
valid
15/88.
Restrictions
apply.
e Enjoy
top to
liveJune
recording
acts
in the FORGE,
classics from the 50's to 80's in

919 uDouglas
B.C.
o u g i H St.,
s i . , Victoria,
vinona, D
, U V8W
v o n 2C2

(604)
\ w U i ; J383-7137
O O - / 1J /

I
A

See you at "THE STRATH"!
(>'^B»(>^i>»()«B9>o-^»()4B«a>()^B»(>«B»(>'^a>C)'«a»(>'^B»(>-«a1

S A L T S P R I N G ISLAND
COMMUNITY SOCIETY NEWS
it P A R E N T S ' TIME O U T : T h e program is n o w operating. If y o u w o u l d
like to arrange for supervised playtime for 2 - 5 yr. olds, 3 hrs. a week, call
and ask for G a i l .
• T h e S E N I O R S FOR S E N I O R S group is c o m p i l i n g information a n d
resources specific to s e n i o r s ' needs a n d interests. If y o u have or k n o w
of information that y o u feel s h o u l d be included, call the centre a n d w e ' l l
pass it o n to t h e m . Look for next w e e k ' s ad requesting your input.
* D O N ' T F O R G E T t h e n e w location of our c o m m u n i t y centre clothing
store — situated next to Luigi's.

Interior / Exterior

EXCELLENT QUALITY
Full range of accessories. Join an everincreasing number of satisfied users at:

^ri\GuJistream
'.Jpr--"' hardware
537-5733 537-2413
McPhillips Ave.. Ganges

PART Q O F 26

MEL COUVELIER MLA
TERRY HUBERTS MLA

To the Peoples
of the World
A

BAHAI

STATEMENT ON

Peace

Collect calls accepted:

656-6232
S a a n i c h a n d the Islands Constituency Office
2 3 8 8 B e a c o n A v e . , Sidney, B.C. V 8 L 1 X 3

IF, T H E R E F O R E , humanity has
come to a point of paralyzing
conflict, it must look to itself, to its
own negligence, to the siren voices to
which it has listened, for the source
of the misunderstandings and
confusion perpetrated in the name of
religion. Those w h o have held
blindly and selfishly to their particular orthodoxies, who have imposed
on their votaries erroneous and
conflicting interpretations of the
pronouncements of the Prophets of
God, bear heavy responsibility for
this confusion—a confusion
compounded by the artificial
barriers erected between faith and
reason, science and religion. For
from a fair-minded examination of
the actual utterances of the
Founders of the great religions, and
of the social milieus in which they
were obliged to carry out their
missions, there is nothing to support
the contentions and prejudices
deranging the religious communities
of mankind and therefore all human
affairs.
s

I Support Your Lung Association

Like to Party? Shop? Smell the Roses?

PAINT
DAIMT &
R.
STAINS

A s a reward, the Jacquests
offered their cat a bowl of milk.
Buff declined.

TAKE A

ENJOY OUR RECENTLY REDECORATED ROOMS!

I

guest column

ancient myth, and another cargo
party would ensue.
The power of the myth would
also be used whenever a major
natural calamity occurred: once
again, the people would gather at
the sea's edge to wait for salvation
to arrive from across the sea.
Again, in time, realizing that no
solution seemed in the offing from
that direction, the people would
turn around and look into their
island, and through their own
efforts find there the solutions they
had sought elsewhere.

Household pet nominated as hero
for antics normally frowned upon

()^B>()^B>()«B*>i)^B>(i«B>(i'^B>n«aa>()'«aa>()^B»()4B«><>«|

rT\
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development and progress.
A s these a r g u m e n t s are
advanced I am reminded of the
"cargo cults" found in a number of
South Seas islands. Every few
years or so — led by their priests,
pundits and what passed for
politicians and developers — the
communities would gather for
p o t l a t c h - l i k e ceremonies and
consume all the available products
of their labours (seafood, fruit, and
root crops, for example), then sit
along the beach while they awaited
a solution to their self-imposed
problems to arrive from across the
sea.

ANOTHER EARTHSHATTERING IDEA
FROM HONDA.
Here's s o m e t h i n g every gardener s h o u l d have. It's
H o n d a ' s new F 2 1 0 C tiller.
A lightweight 26.5 k g (58 l b . ) , it makes u n e a r t h i n g a
p l o t easy. T h e handlebars adjust f o r c o m f o r t a n d f o r
storage. A n d a h a n d y c l u t c h lever lets y o u stop those b i g
560 m m (22-inch) tines w i t h o u t s t o p p i n g the engine.
L i k e a l l H o n d a tillers, the 2.4 horsepower F 2 1 0 C has a
reliable four-stroke engine w i t h ball bearing crankshaft
a n d cast i r o n c y l i n d e r liner. A n d i f y o u need m o r e p o w e r ,
H o n d a ' s got six models right u p to 7.0 horsepower, t o
cover just about a n y size garden.
There's n o t h i n g earth-shattering a b o u t the F 2 I O C ' s
price. But i f easy g r o w i n g is y o u r c o n c e r n ,
it c a n m a k e a l l the difference i n the w o r l d .

HARBOURS END MARINE
& EQUIPMENT LTD.
Harbours End,
Ganges

ACROSS FROM THE
HARBQUR HOUSE

5374202

The teaching that we should treat
others as we ourselves would wish to
be treated, an ethic variously
repeated in all the great religions,
lends force to this latter observation
in two particular respects: it sums up
the moral attitude, the peaceinducing aspect, extending through
these religions irrespective of their
place or time of origin; it also
signifies an aspect of unity which is
their essential virtue, a virtue
mankind in its disjointed view of
history has failed to appreciate.
Had humanity seen the Educators
of its collective childhood in their
true character, as agents of one
civilizing process, it would no doubt
have reaped incalculably greater
benefits from the cumulative effects
of their successive missions. This,
alas, it failed to do.
For a free copv of the complete
statement "TO THE PEOPLES
OF THE WORLD"or information about the Baha'i Faith and
local activities, please write or
call 537-5383 or 537-4588, Box
772, Ganges, B.C. VOS 1E0.
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Trading Specials
Item for item — our prices are lower!
O P E N MON.-SAT. 9-6; S U N . & H O L S . 10-5
We reserve the right to limit sales to retail quantities.

Island
connection

Feb.
BOSTON

Canadian South Pole explorer
Gareth W o o d visited Salt Spring
and received photograph last
Thursday from Patricia W r i g h t daughter o f the late Sir Charles
Wright. Sir Charles was the
Canadian member of Captain
Robert Scott's Antarctic
expedition, which took place 75
years ago. The presentation was
made after W o o d provided a visual
recounting of his South Pole trek
to a full house at the Activity
Centre on Salt Spring.

10-16

"WHILE STOCKS LAST"

Corned Beef Reg." 1.49 .

ea N0W

rEA.

NOW

PEA.

CLOVER LEAF

Small Shrimp
4 oz. tins — Reg. 4.19 ea.

IMPERIAL

Margarine

1 lb. tubs Reg. 1.39 ea.

NOW

rEA.

TOSCA PURE

Safflower Oil

NOW

lEA.

1 litre btls. — Reg. 5.69 ea.
REYNOLDS

Aluminum Foil

NOW

rEA.

NOW

rEA.

Bonus Pack — Reg. 1.59 ea.
UNCLE BEN'S STUFF'N'SUCH

Collection of best minds SPCBA
invites you to
'seek to predict future' DROP IN
We are living in the future
I'll tell you how I know
I read it in the papers
Fifteen years ago
— John Prine
Double that span and add two
years. That's how far ahead of the
times a group of 60 Surrey-area
high school students will be when
they converge on Salt Spring this
February to plot a socio-economic
profile of Booth Bay in the year
2020.
The 60 students possess the
best and brightest minds in the
Surrey school district, according
to Norm Mackenzie, an assistant
principal at one of the community's schools. Chosen from the
district's total enrollment of
37,000 students, the Grades 10,
11 and 12 students "are the elite
of the elite, academically and
creatively," he said.
Each year for the past six
years, the Surrey school district
has picked those "best and
brightest" students and taken
them to a retreat for a three-day
think-tank session. In the past,
the retreats have been held in
locales like Manning Park and
Orcas Island; in 1988, it's Salt
Spring's turn to host the event.
When they arrive on the island
for the February 21-22-23 event
— billed as an academic symposium — the 60 students will be
divided into three groups of 20
people each. Each team will have
the same task: design a complete
socio-economic scenario for the
Booth Bay area in the year 2020,
covering topics like housing, energy sources, industrial base,
labour-management relations and
environmental considerations.
"It's like a mini think tank,"
Mackenzie said.

The three groups of students
will be isolated from each other.
One will stay at Green Acres
Resort, another at Cusheon Lake
Resort, and the third at Booth Bay
resort. However, all will have
equal access to a panel of
speakers being brought to Salt
Spring for the symposium, and to
local residents being lined up to
act as resource personnel.
The panel of speakers will
include science fiction writer
Crawford Kilian, assistant Surrey
schools superintendent Dr. Art
Tindill, and NDP M L A Joan
Smallwood, her party's critic on
the environment. The keynote
speaker for the symposium will by
Bruce Strachan, the provincial
minister of the environment.
"The students must design an
ideal community for Booth Bay
for the year 2020." Mackenzie
said. "To help them, we'll be
bringing in engineers and architects and anyone else we think
can help."
The symposium, which Mackenzie estimates will cost about
$8,000 to stage, will be more than
all work for the students, however. With the help of Salt Spring
resident Maggie Warbey, the
Surrey school district is drawing
up a list of local artisans and
craftsmen who are willing to act
as "mentors" for the students.
"Most of these kids are really
creative," Mackenzie said.
"What we'd like to do is match
them up with other creative
people — like potters and musicians and weavers and chess
players — and let them spend
three hours together on the
Monday night (February 22) to
pick each others' brains."
In all, Mackenzie estimates
about 100 people will be visiting
Salt Spring for the symposium.

Dressings

Reg. 1.59 ea.

HUNT'S

Tomato Sauce

2/790

NOW

7 oz. tins — Reg. 591: ea.

HUNT'S WHOLE, CRUSHED or STEWED

Tomatoes

1

4

^ t « » .

NOW

rEA.

NOW

rEA.

NIBLETS FANCY FRENCH STYLE

Green Beans
14 oz. tins — Reg. 1.19 ea.
NABOB ORANGE PEKOE

Tea Bags

N O O N - l l PM
DAILY

30 EXTRA GAMES
Fri. & Sat. night

'3

Up'Cards

'9

Up'

$

1

120's
NOW
Without coupon

SAVE 500

NABOB

ON NABOB DELUXE ORANGE PEKOE
TEA IN THE 120 BAG SIZE.

'9 Up'
Book of 10 cards

$

$

2

1

5

*

DELUXE
TrtoRwrareiwrrA

To the Dealer Nabob Foods will pay retail distributors of o u r l
merchandise 504 plus 10 84 handling for each c o u p o n !
redeemed by your customer against the purchase of one 120 '
bag package of Nabob Deluxe Orange Pekoe Tea. For
redemption, mail to: Herbert A. Watts Ltd . P.O Box 2140.
Toronto, Ontario, M5W 1H1 Enter opposite #5 on coupon
debit slip One package per coupon Expires Feb 2 4 / 8 8
Valid only at Gulf Island Trading Co. Ltd . Ganges

PRODUCE SPECIALS-Cards

With coupon"
EA.

FEB. 10 13

U.S. NO. 1

59
3L 9 9 0
290

Head Lettuce

^EA

SUNKIST LUNCHBOX SIZE

Oranges
U.S. NO. 1

• Concession
Warm & Friendly
• Free Parking

Snaptop Carrots
MEAT

lEA.

SPECIALS-

FEB.

10-13

FRESH, PURE PORK or BREAKFAST

WATCH FOR OUR

COUPON
OFFER
COMING SOON!

Sausage

V /

1.89

LB

CHUCK

Blade Steak
«?
Pork Butt Steak
3

3.73
KG

1.491,

1.69
1 .59
Roasting Chicken
Cheddar Cheese
2.89
Cooked Ham 175 . 1.29,

LB.

FRESH, GRADE "A"

is YOUR WELL WATER SAFE TO DRINK?
Contamination can occur without changes
in color or taste.

Saanich Peninsula
Community Bingo

$20.00 per test • Results in 24 Hours
Be Safe • Test Annually!

9842 3rd Street
(across from Firehall)

'MB

Sidney

RESEARCH

10124 McDonald Park Rd.,
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3X9

656-1334

655-1166

3.51
KG

MILD or MEDIUM

6.37
KG

LB

LB

DEVON

g Pkg

Gulf

Island Trading Co.
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Alcohol abuse is not confined to these
shores, or to this era (as 1970s photo
suggests), but those qualifications dont
discourage islanders from seeking
answers here and now.

Ian H. Clement
barrister & solicitor / notary public
General legal practice
except criminal law

537-5505
105 B Rainbow Rd.
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-4:00

HERE'S THE BAIT.

*849.00

Community agencies seek solutions
to abuse of alcohol by island youths
From Page 1
fine it as a prerogative of adulthood."
If children are constantly exposed to parental abuse of alcohol, Pierce said, "it is inevitable
(that) they will interpret it as
appropriate behaviour."
Alcohol is not entirely an
individual problem, Friedman explained. She compared it to a
pebble dropping into the water,
where
the ripples
keep
"expanding and expanding,
touching so many different levels."
The statistics on families with
alcohol problems and subsequent
abuse by children is dramatic,
Friedman said, adding that the
connection might be attributed to
genetics as well as environment.
While family influence is a
great factor, there are other
reasons young people drink.
While today's adolescents are
generally more knowledgeable
about alcohol than were youngsters of earlier eras, Friedman said
there are large gaps and abuse
often grows from experimentation. Young people can get themselves into trouble before they
even realize it, she said.
Friedman noted that alcohol
has a far-greater effect on the
system of an adolescent than on
that of an adult. "It's a poison to
the system," she said, recalling a
Washington case where a 15year-old died from
overconsumption.
Alcohol, Friedman continued,
is a depressant — it affects the
respiratory system and the liver,
and depresses the body's ability
to digest food. It also impedes the
healing of wounds.
Crime is one of the social
effects of drinking, Pierce said:
"Alcohol contributes quite often
to delinquent behaviour.''
Friedman goes further, estimating that 75 to 90 per cent of
the people in prisons are there for
crimes committed while intoxicated.

Alcohol also leads to violence
— by both younger and older
abusers. A 1987 B.C. task force
report on alcohol and drug abuse
indicates that close to two-thirds
of sexual and physical abuse of
children occurs in homes where
drinking is a problem.
At a recent Gulf Island Secondary School (GISS) parents' advisory group meeting, school district phychologist Dr. Ralph Miller said he is "sick to death" that
virtually every crisis he deals with
is connected to alcohol abuse.
Dr. Miller dispelled as myth
the idea that alcoholism can be
defined as some people have it,
and most people don't. That's
untrue, he said, since anyone can
become an alcoholic by increasing
consumption of the drug.
One difference between adult
and adolescent alcoholism, Friedman said, is the lack of treatment
centres for young people.
"Youth are not a priority," she
charged, saying little money is
spent on youth programs. "The
idea is to get them off the street
and out of sight."
There is an added difficulty
when treating young people, she
noted, because the family has to
be involved. Adolescents must
have the permission of a parent or
guardian to continue treatment
after initial counselling.
There are, however, other
routes society can take to help
steer young people away from

alcohol abuse. Education through
the schools, preventive programs
and peer counselling are among
them, Friedman said. Many islanders have already begun to take
steps in those directions.
Peer counselling, which trains
students to help other students, is
being introduced throughout the
school district. One aspect of the
exercise takes students through
skits and teaches them how to say
no in particular situations.
Other options include promoting non-alcoholic alternatives for
young people. The YEP program,
now operating through the community centre, is one example of
that approach.
Dr. Miller offered a further
suggestion to parents: help police
enforce alcohol-related laws. As
Cst. Harrison told the GISS
parents' group, it is illegal for
adults to provide minors with
alcohol (with the exception of a
parent's own child, under the
family's roof and supervision).
Some adults do not realize that
they are responsible for those on
their property, he added — i.e., a
lawsuit could result if a minor
who has been drinking on your
property became injured in an
accident.
But one of the most important
things for the adult population to
change, Dr. Miller said, is its
attitude towards alcohol abuse: it
must be made less acceptable in
society.

Salt Spring Island Chamber of Commerce

1988
BROCHURE
Membership dues and advertising fees may be paid
at the Information Centre or mailed to Box 111,
Ganges, by Friday, February 12,1988.

Renew Your Membership!
ROYAL CANADIAN
LEGION
BRANCH 92

INFORMATION:
Call Donna Wilson, 537-4466 or 537-5252.

HERE'S THE CATCH.
CLEARANCE
1987 BF50 FSC

of 1987 BF50 FSC
5 h.p.'s!

reliable outboard that runs
quiet and true. There's no
oil and gas to mix either.
You just 'fill 'er up' with
straight gasoline. Add in
features like electronic
ignition, reverse gear and a
throttle lock and you have
an outboard that's making
waves out on the water,
and only a rinple in your
bank account. The BF50
FSC. Hook one now.

1988 5 h.p.'s from
*1274.00
$

S A V E 425°°
WHILE S T O C K L A S T S
The most reliable 5 h.p.
outboard around—the
BF50 FSC is ideal for your
motorboat, or sailboat.
Naturally it's a fourstroke, so you get a

HARBOURS END
Marine & Equipment
a

rS

Sa ng°es

E n d

'

5374202

HONDA.
Power
Equipment

INVESTMENT SEMINAR
HOW TO C H O O S E T H E RIGHT STRATEGY
FOR YOU IN TODAY'S MARKET
Cash, bonds, preferred or common shares,
mutual funds, R S P ' s , RIF's . . .
WHICH ARE BEST FOR YOU?
DATE: Tuesday, Feb. 16, 1988
PLACE: Hastings House
TIME: 9-11 am or 2-4 pm
Murray D. Glazier, P. Eng.
Vice President - Investments
Space is limited. Call J O A N toll-free to reserve.
1-800-742-6155

Prudential-Bache
Securities

Rock Solid.
Market Wise.
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GANGES VILLAGE MARKET

Tuesday,
February 16th

OUR FLYER AD ENDS MONDAY NIGHT!

IT'S

A FACT... Y O U REALLY DO

Save on Salt Spring.
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EVERY MONDAY
D O U B L E YOUR
COUPON VALUE!
EXCEPT FREE MERCHANDISE OFFERS
AND ADVERTISED SPECIALS

FRESH POULTRY—B.C.

Family Pack
Econo Cut

IT IS A FACT! YOU REALLY Dl

Government Inspected

3 fronts,
3 legs

CALIF. HEAD

Large Size

LETTUCE

2.18 kg

1

99

*

Drums 329 kg

Ib.

ib

Wings

Ib.

189

Thighs

4.17

kg

2.84

ea

CHILEAN SEEDLESS

kg

GREEN GRAPES

FRESH PORK—All Government Inspected
WHOLE or HALF

BONELESS STUFFED

Pork
Loins

Pork Butt or

1 99

4.39 kg

,.
b

1.96 kg

Pork
Steak 4.17 kg

U.S. CELLO

POTATOES

'—All Red Brand Government Inspected
BONELESS

10 lb. bag

BLADE STEAKS
or BONELESS ROLLED BRISKET

4.39 kg •

POT ROAST

i .
b

ea.

CHECK & COMPARE...

Bulk Cheese
5

L B .

B

L

O

C

K

DANDANS

PEROGIES

1g*

»'•>

1.49

FISH STICKS 200 g 2.39

MILD
CHEDDAR

RUPERT BATTERED

POLLOCK

300 g

PERCH

e a

.

BACON

FISHCAKES

350

COD

350

500 g
pkg.

gy

3.59

gy

~§f%

g

350 g

HIGH LINER

in BATTER

C O

3.79

af»

350 g

HIGH LINER
68.

6.59

Ib.

| ORANGES
lbs.
O for

3.59
gy

FISH & CHIPS 750 g

3.99 ea.

FRASER VALE COD & TURBOT gy

g%g%

FISH & CHIPS 750 g

3.99

140,
m

CORNISH PASTIES u . . I

86$

kg

MONEY'S

_

MUSHROOMS

1.98,

Valentine's
Flowers...
Assorted —

CLIFFSIDE

CLIFFSIDE

APPLES

gm

variety of

CHICKEN PIES

B.C. SPARTAN

_

t"**

FRESH GOVT. INSPECTED

COD FILLETS
kg
->99

SMALL
NAVEL

99* 39!

j>

1.79

g

RUPERT FLIP FRY

COD

—.

4

SNAPPER

MAYFAIR

E f l

350 g V . W W

RUPERT FLIP FRY
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SALE PRICES IN EFFECT
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 10MONDAY, FEB. 15

I SAVE ON SALT SPRING!

a

BECEL

NABOB TRADITION

Coffee

flargarine
1 lb. pkg.

All Grinds except decaf.

S a v e 75C

2

153 g
pkg.

ruits

38
Pasta or Rice "ST1

14

Ojjyn *> ~7 f\

LIPTON

PURITAN
S
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Twin Pack
* Chicken Noodle or
• NEW! Alligator

Save 71C

Meat Stews

1
1 18

ave 4 1 c
• Old World Style
.98
CS
• Homestyle
* Extra Rich & Zesty 750 ml jar
t 7!
EFf
14 oz.
S a v e 41c
tin

' #
S

S a v e 55C
PURITAN _
• M I
.

Flaked Ham

OR TURKEY

«4

B

tin
GOSCH S a v e 70c

Herring

1
1 38

98

680 g
tin

S a v e 1.17

CHRISTIE'S

• Oreo
• Fudgee-o
• Chips Ahoy

Biscuits
NALLEY'S NATURAL

Potato Chips y

Mini Puddings

600 g

AYLMER

All varieties
except

59

kg

SOUPS

REG. or LESS SALT

Triscuits

S a v e 71c

NESTLE

S a v e 51c

| 88

250 g
pkg.

Vegetable

4 pack

^

tins

m

S a v e 61C

LIBBY'S WHOLE

• Peas & Carrots

9

0

8

f^fj

" 28

1

98*

Tomatoes »•*•«"

Vegetables .SEEr

1

9 2 QQc

• Salted pkg.

Crackers

S a v e 83C

McCAIN FANCY FROZ.

7 varieties
184 g
tin

2

98

9

THE GREAT CANADIAN MEDDO BELLE

CHEESE

IAGARA FROZEN

SALE!

SUNBRITE

ange Juice

Liquid Bleach

341 ml tin

| 36
3.6 litre

ADRIA STUFFED MANZANILLA
375 ml
Save 71c
|ar

Save 1.47

:NU
ERS

3

n Parmesan
Turkey Breast
a Florentine
n Supreme
n Florentine

Olives

98

"DELUXE"

S a v e 83C

PRIM0
PASTA

1

36

900 g
pkg.

CAPRI

)ELUXE

Save 77C

3"$1

Tomato Paste
M

2 litre
paper
ctn.

P48

1

38

* J tins
19 oz.

CAPRI RED KIDNEY

I

PURITY ALL PURPOSE

FlOUr U

b

Save 33c

9

All Flavours

500 tu

Yogurt

g

. Canadian Rye

Bread

esogTost

L e s s than Half P r i c e ! 1
1n t r e

Cola

btl.
MISSION SAN JUAN NATURAL

H H H I s H l S a v e

Q

8

Bathroom Tissue O
1 .32

FOR A

|68

LOVE'S NATURAL

.ft*

|59

LITTLE SWEETHEART

39-

ROLLS
af%af%^.~

Diapers

38*

s p a c

k

S a v e 2.00

BUDGET

798

Save 61c

Light Bulbs

Twin Pack

plus deposit

]68

1
b

1.01 B

O

b

VENICE FRESH

K H M

36

EQUALS

LIFESTREAM
Vmmhii*

Fruit Juices

Beans or Chick Peas

°ag

5

12 roll
tote pack

FLAMINGO 2-PLY

HUSKY

T

Dog Food

25 oz.
tin

H

SAVE ON

PURINA PET FOODS

ALTH & BEAUTY °NEEDS & DIAPERS
E

SAVE 50%

SE UP

JIB

Ultra Medium 96's
Toddler 64's k g

ml
tube

100

a 11

P

S a v e 3.35

xi Pads
EX

npons

30'S

Save 1.61

20% more
INCESHAMPOO S a v e 1.01

iditioner
:NCE

S a v e 1.01

usse, Gel

S a v e 6.31

PAMPERS

150 g

4.44
5.18
2.68
2.68

WHILE S T O C K

SILKIENCE

Hair Mist
ULTRA BAN

Roll On
SCHICK

Tablets
LASTS

8 kg
bag

S a v e 1.20
400 ml

Save 1.01

1.78
2.28
300 ml 1.98
2.88
50 ml

S a v e 61c

Shave Cream
DRISTAN

DOG CHOW

16 98

S a v e 1.01

24 pack

S a v e 37C

Tender Vittles
750 g pkg.

2.78

CAT CHOW

388

8 kg
bag

S a v e 1.27

Meow Mix
4 kg bag

7.98

Save 3.41

Alley Cat
Cat Food
8 kg bag

11.98
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Bob Walde's search for cureCAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT
'beginning to produce results'
By SUSAN D I C K E R
After bottles and bottles of
medicine and a doctor who shared
his problem, Bob Walde has a
new — albeit guarded — outlook
on the future.
For two years Walde has
suffered a variety of symptoms
ranging from heart palpitations to
headaches, dizziness, nausea and
memory loss. The ailment, diagnosed as an acute sensitivity to
hydrocarbons, has plagued the
former fireman since he helped
clean up a 1985 fuel spill at Long
Harbour.
Since then, Walde has been on
an up-and-down journey. Doctors, apparently baffled by his
condition, placed the Fulford man
on specialized diets, sent him for
acupuncture or simply shrugged
their shoulders.
Last summer, Walde returned
from a series of tests at the Mayo
Clinic in Minnesota with renewed
optimism. But the end was not in
sight. As winter approached, his
symptoms progressively worsened.
Finally, after a call to M P Jim
Manly's office, things began to
turn around. The person Walde
spoke to — Sheila McFarlane —
recognized his symptoms. In fact,
she said, she was helping a man
with the same problem work his
way through the workers' compensation process.
One of the several papers
McFarlane sent to Walde described the effects of Xylene — a
component found in gasoline,
fuels and solvents — on the
human body if prolonged exposure occurs. The symptoms were
all there — headaches, confusion,
giddiness, nausea, and fatigue;
plus the effects on lungs, ingestion, liver, heart and the nervous
system.
Furthermore, the document detailed a study of five laboratory
workers exposed to xylene. When
the exposure ceased, most of the
symptoms were reversible. In one
case, however, the worker continued to experience severe problems.
Walde's next step was to a
Vancouver doctor who had not
only heard of Walde's ailment but
had suffered from it himself.
"It was amazing to go to a
doctor and not have to explain
everything for hours," Walde
says.
Dr. Ryder applied an electrodiagnosis technique called vegatesting to Walde. The method,
common in Europe, uses an
electronic instrument to measure
changes in skin resistance at

Bob Walde
specific (acupuncture) points on
the hands in response to placement of various test substances in
circuit with the patient.
Walde remains slightly skeptical of the process. He notes,
however, that the test to determine food allergies matched what
an orthodox skin test had determined.
The result of Walde's Vancouv-

7/ was amazing to go
to a doctor and not
have to explain everything/or hours.'
er trip was numerous bottles of
medicine. The idea behind many
of the drugs is similar to immunization, where the patient is fed
small amounts of the virus or
bacteria causing the difficulty in
order to build an immunity to it.
Dr. Ryder told Walde he would
notice a difference within three
weeks. He said the food allergies
would be gone within six months,
and the symptoms alleviated
within nine months.

Walde heard of a woman in
Victoria who did get over the
problem through this treatment.
He also understands that with a
subsequent severe exposure, she
relapsed. So does he feel optimistic about the future?
" Y e s , " he says, but with a
guarded tone. "I've been to other
doctors who've said we'll get you
over this."
If he gets over it, great, Walde
says — but if he doesn't, he feels
he is entitled to Workers' Compensation benefits.
He approached the Workers'
Compensation Board (WCB) in
May, 1987, providing it with a
history of his illness, plus consultation reports from physicians
and specialists. The board also
acquired a report from the Mayo
Clinic.
It took the WCB eight months
to respond to Walde's claim, and
conclude his diagnosis is a phsychological one. Furthermore, the
letter reads: "We do not have any
record on file of a prolonged
exposure or the kind of symptomology that you would expect on
such and such an occurrence."
What does this mean? Walde
posed the question to another
islander who suffers from a
similar problem. She said the
board told her the same thing. So
here, Walde says, are two people
— three, including the man
McFarlane is assisting — who
have approached the board with
problems similar to his. And still
they have nothing on file.
Walde intends to take his case,
once again, before the board.
With htm this time, he will have a
series of letters written by friends
and neighbours, documenting the
change Walde has suffered since
his exposure.
In the meantime, Walde says,
people have been great.
"I've had letters and phone
calls from people all over the
place, who have the same thing.
It's not really as rare as people
like to think it is."
His fellow employees at the
B.C. Ferry Corporation, for
instance, have the windows open
and space aired out before he
arrives for work. He attended his
first party in many months, when a
friend prepared a non-smoking
atmosphere.
"People are really great."
And he can't forget all those on
Salt Spring who contributed to the
Bob Walde fund, raising close to
$10,000. The money allowed the
trip to the Mayo Clinic and
covered the cost of his Vancouver
tests and medicine.

Pursuant to Section 769 of the Municipal Act, the. following
Bylaw No. 1606, cited as "Soil Removal Prohibition Bylaw No.
2, 1986, Amendment Bylaw No. 1, 1988" is hereby published
as at third reading and prior to submission to the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs.

*****

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A B Y L A W TO A M E N D CAPITAL R E G I O N A L DISTRICT
B Y L A W N O . 1472
* * **
* * * * * * * * *
* * * * * *
* * * * *
The Board of the Capital Regional District in open meeting
assembled enacts as follows:
1. Capital Regional District Bylaw No. 1472, being the "Soil
Removal, Prohibition Bylaw No. 2, 1986" is hereby
amended by deleting Section 9(a)(iv).
A copy of the bylaw may be viewed during normal working
hours, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm, Mondayto Friday inclusive, holidays
excepted, at the offices of the Capital Regional District, 524
Yates Street, Victoria, B.C.
WILLIAM M . J O R D A N ,
Secretary.
.,
6

W A T E R F R O N T
T 0 W N H 0 M E S

Twenty-one exclusive waterfront townhomes
will soon be available on beautiful Grace Point.
Reservations are now being taken. For information and a free brochure, please contact:
CENTURY 21 ISLANDS REALTY LTD.
537-9981
Tom Hoover: 537-5918
Arthur or Sylvia Gale: 537-5618

ISLAND
CREDIT UNION

YOUR

RRSP Information Centre

Need a quote
on building materials?
We offer a complete line of building supplies
to the do-it-yourselfer and the contractor.

Call Mr. Mark Rithaler, our sales representative on
Salt Spring & the Gulf Islands, for quotations large or small.
Evenings

537-9368

Our advantages include:
• no fees, no commissions
• competitive rates
• RRSP balances & transactions appear on your
monthly statement (quarterly if no chequing account)
• low minimum deposit required
• same day service for withdrawals (non-fixed terms only)
• instant tax receipts
• knowledgeable, friendly staff

Purchase your RRSP through our Easy Savings Plan!

Ask for details today.

537-4243 Days

DAILY DELIVERIES TO SALT SPRING ISLAND

Call collect
656-1125

Slegg Lumber

ISLAND
SAVINGS

Sidney B.C.

CREDIT UNION

Salt Spring Branch

Duncan Branch

120 Lower Ganges Rd.

89 Evans St.

537-5587

746-4171

Victoria Branch

Mill Bay Branch

Mayfair Shopping Centre Mill Bay Centre

385-4476

743-5534
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Water supply worries put rezoning big o n hold
The impact a fish hatchery at
China Cove might have on wellwater supplies in the Beaver
Point area prompted the January
29 meeting of Salt Spring's
Islands Trust Committee to seek
further information before deciding how to view the proposal.
The hatchery is proposed for a
waterfront property on Salt
Spring's east coast, between
Beaver Point to the south and
Cusheon Cove to the north. It
would serve afishfarm approved
for the site in 1986 but still in the
process of becoming established.
To make the hatchery a conforming use of the property, the
operators asked the Trust to
rezone a one-acre portion of the
site from commercial to agricultural status.
At the public hearing called for
comment on the proposed rezoning, the Trust was told the
hatchery would use an average of
40 gallons of well water per
minute.
Consumption would vary according to the life cycle of the fish
being hatched — rising from a
low of 20 to 25 gallons per minute
in the summer, to a high of about
60 gallons per minute at the end
of each spring.
applicant told the hearing
chery operation would not
)le unless well water was
*
available — i.e., on-site storage
of water was ruled out — and that
machinery to recycle the water
could be installed to cut the
projected consumption in half.
However, no guarantees could
be given that recycling equipment
would be installed.
The hearing was also presented
with a hydrological survey prepared for the applicant by a West
Vancouver consulting firm. Done
in 1985, it indicated other wells in
the immediate area would not be
adversely affected by the degree
of water consumption forecast for
the hatchery.
However, that observation was
challenged by a geological enginer^fep lives in the Beaver Point
more thorough survey of
the region would be needed to
determine the full impact of the
hatchery's water consumption
might have on nearby wells, he
said, explaining that the geological profile of the area is more

If you currently have an
RRSP, or are thinking
about opening one, do
you know what the
limitations and benefits
are for income tax
purposes?
Find our from the income
tax specialists at H8»R
Block. We could save you
time and money on your
tax return. Let us show
you how the RRSP could
benefit you in your tax
situation.

H&R BLOCK

— including comments solicited
from appropriate provincial government ministries.

Hatchery would tap into Beaver Point groundwater
complex than the consultant's
report indicates.
It was also noted that the
hatchery's well would lie
"downstream" of existing but
undetermined groundwater supplies, giving it the potential to
cause a "draw down" of water
that would "add stress to an
already overburdened system."
The Trust was asked to tie any
approval of the proposed rezoning
to assurances that a hatchery well
would have minimal impact on
neighbouring wells. It was also
told that monitoring of local

well-water supplies should be
carried out to determine if the
hatchery operation was drawing
too heavily on the area's groundwater resources.
However, Trust planner Dave
Morris told the hearing that the
provincial government has no
provision to licence or monitor
groundwater supplies. In other
words, he said, groundwater belongs to whoever draws it into a
well.
When the Trust debated the
proposed rezoning at its regular

meeting following the public
hearing, it agreed the hatchery's
impact on existing wells could be
substantial. It voted to give the
bylaw no more than second
reading and said it would wait
for receipt of further information

A third reading would be
required before the bylaw could
be sent to the minister of municipal affairs for approval. After
that, it would need fourth and
final reading by the Trust before
the zoning change could become
official.

DIRECT DAILY SERVICE TO VICTORIA'
MICHAEL MURRAY
Owner/Operator

COURIER SERVICES
WlSION CF ALL-CAN EXPRESS LTD

537-4243 bus
537-5625 res.
388-6931 Victoria

WHY WILL
ACCIDENT-FREE DRIVERS
PAY MORE THAN LAST YEAR?

The cost of claims is up.
As with all other insurance, Autoplan is a pool of
funds which pays claims. The money in that pool has to
be sufficient to cover the money paid out. You may never
have made a claim. But you might need to in the future.
And the costs involved in claims have all gone up.

Accident-free drivers still pay less.
Under the Claim-Rated Scale, claim-free motorists
earn discounts up to 40%. Motorists who make an 'at
fault' claim are penalized and they will pay 80% or more.
So even when everyone's premium goes up to pay
for higher claims costs, the claim-free driver gets a break.

There's no upper limit to the surcharge. So coverage
is increasingly expensive for drivers who cause accidents,
putting the responsibility where it belongs.
In addition, people who violate traffic regulations,
or have certain convictions under the Criminal Code, pay
a Driver Point Premium. The maximum premium for
more than 25 points in the preceding year has been
raised to $2,500.

Fair's fair.

In 1987, both the number and cost of claims was
much higher than anticipated. On the basis of this increasing trend, particularly in expensive bodily injury claims,
1988 is predicted to be the costliest year yet for Autoplan.
Drivers with claims do pay more. The
22% premium increase relates directly to this anticiIn 1988, the increase in premiums is an average 22%. pated increase in claims costs. And those having the
accidents and making the claims will pay more But those with claims pay a lot more. For example:
much more.
One claim:
pay 83% more
Two claims:
pay 144% more
Three claims: pay 225% more

T H E I N C O M E TAX SPECIALISTS

105 Rainbow Road, Ganges
Hours: 9.30-6:00 weekdays,
9:30-5:00 Saturdays

Telephone 537-4252
MasterCard & Visa accepted.

ACCIDENTS HURT H l / ^ O / ^
EVERYBODY. LI l l ^ D \ ^
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Custom Homes, Renovations
& Commercial Construction

LANCER CONTRACTING LTD.
6 5 3 - 4 4 3 7

OR 6 5 3 - 4 6 7 8

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT

537-5646

03B Lancer Building
Lower Ganges Road

(bus.)

Mail to Box 575
Ganges, B.C.
VOS 1E0

,«,)5374159

Pam MacKenzie and Eleanor Deacon discuss file in 'new' office

Community Health office forced
to remind islanders of relocation
Although they have occupied
new premises for over two
months now, staff at the Capital
Regional District (CRD) community health office on Salt Spring
still find themselves having to
tell people they've moved.
As of December 1, 1987, the
health office moved from its
long-time space at school board
headquarters in downtown Ganges to a portion of the Nurses'
Residence building adjacent to
Lady Minto Gulf Islands Hospital.
"People don't really realize
we're here now," community
health nurse Pam MacKenzie
said last week. One reason is the
office was in the school board

Club members
preparing for
speech contest
On January 22, the Salt Spring
Island 4-H Club drew about 25
participants to itsfirstmeeting of
the 1988 season.
The meeting, held in the Ganges United Church basement, saw
club members elect an executive
for the new term: Jordy Koski,
president; Julie Gilbert, vicepresident; Gitta Baker, secretary;
Andrea Rondeau, treasurer; David Koski, club reporter; and Rita
Phillips, telephone committee
chairman.
The club, which met again on
February 5, has scheduled a
public speaking contest for Friday, February 19.
The club has also issued a call
for help — it needs a crafts leader
and someone to handle bookkeeping.
— David Koski

B. Reynolds
CARPET CLEANING
Steam Extraction
3M Scotchgard

JANITORIAL
SERVICE
Windows & Floors
Residential & Commercial

53-4201

building for so long; another is
the signage identifying the office's new location — one small
sign sits at the entrance to the
hospital parking lot, and another
is outside the Nurses' Residence
building at the rear of the
hospital.
MacKenzie said she hopes
people have taken note of the new
location, even if it's now two
months after the fact — and if
they haven't, that they will now
make a mental note of the address
change.
The office is open from Monday
to Thursday from 8:30 am to
noon. On Wednesdays, it is also
open from 1 pm to 4:30 pm. An

answering service handles calls
outside normal office hours.
The office houses MacKenzie,
clerk Eleanor Deacon and home
care nurse Sheila Zoltay. MacKenzie is responsible for preventative health care — i.e., immunization programs and liaison with
local school education programs
— while Zoltay undertakes treatment programs like in-home follow-ups of people recently discharged from the hospital.
In addition, the office hosts
Tuesday and Thursday visits from
the district health inspector, and
a Tuesday call from the region's
long-term care assessor.

COURIER
SERVICE
agent for

fa

Pupofator couptep

For same day delivery
TO VICTORIA
call before 8:1 5 am:
For same day delivery
TO SALT SPRING
call before 11:30 am:

537-2041
656-7235
SERVICE

bridge report

AT ITS BEST!

Gulf Islands Bridge Club winners on February 1 were:

Stewart and Norm McConnell.
Tuesday night winners were:

• (North-South) Kay Harrison and
Dawny Scarfe; Isabelle Richardson and Dorothy Crofton; Irene
Hawksworth and Fred Struve;
Lois Popkin-Clurman and Mona
Coulter; Louise Foulis and
George Lampier.

• (North-South) Noel Fowles and
Mike Testart; Dawny Scarfe and
Kay Harrison; Mona Coulter and
John Sarginson; Irene Hawksworth and Gordon Hutton.

• (East-West) Vivian Storr and
Marion Ashmore; Corinne Forster and Althea Morrisette; Stan

• (East-West) Pat and Keith
Lavender; June Knowles and
Barbara Adams; Sue Bradford
and Norm McConnell; Boyd Seimons and Jim Burford.

SALT SPRING ISLAND
PUBLIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

Annual General Meeting
February 15, 1988
7:30 pm
St. George's Church Hall
NOTICE OF MOTION

WILD TREES
do not bear good fruit!
YES...we do

Pruning & Spraying
Call now:

Treasure Island
Nurseries
537-9561
Your 'full service' landscaping company

The following motion will be brought forward at the Annual
General Meeting:
M O V E D , Section 3(e) of the by-laws of Salt Spring Island
Public Library Association be amended from:
3(e) The Annual Meeting shall be held within the first two
weeks of February, notice of such meeting to be published in
the local newspaper in two consecutive issues at least two
weeks before the day of the meeting.
to:
3(e) The Annual Meeting shall be held between February 1 and
March 31, notice of such meeting to be published in the local
newspaper in two consecutive issues at least two weeks before
the day of the meeting.
A L S O , at the Annual Meeting, there will be the following:
M O V E D , that the annual membership fee for adults be
increased from $3.00 to $5.00.
TEA WILL BE S E R V E D .

Wednesday. Feb, 10, 1 9 8 8
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Church to mark beginning of Lent
The Anglican Parish of Salt
Spring Island will mark the
beginning of the period from Lent
to Easter with activities on Shrove
Tuesday and Ash Wednesday.
Ash Wednesday, which falls
this year on February 17, denotes
the beginning of Lent. Its name
derives from the tradition of
marking people with ashes to
remind them of their mortality.
In keeping with Ash Wednesday traditions, February 17 celebrations of the Holy Eucharist
and Imposition of Ashes will be
held at St. Mark's Church at
Central at 10 am, at St. George's
Church in Ganges at 5:15 pm, and
at St. Mary's Church in Fulford
Harbour at 7:30 pm.

C^^y'w Dawn Guilbault, Paul Andrew Trenholm

Christmas season wedding
joins Guilbault, Trenholm
A wedding ceremony held amid
Christmas season decorations
joined Karolyn Dawn Guilbault
and Paul Andrew Trenholm on
December 26, 1987.
The bride is the daughter of Joe
and Carol Guilbault of Salt Spring
Island, while the groom is the son
of Russell and Jane Trenholm,
also of Salt Spring.
The Boxing Day wedding was
held £ "?- home of the bride's
u

parer«L™Stering the room on the
arm of her father, the bride wore
a floor-length gown made by Inge
Villadsen, a friend of the family.
The dress was of taffeta, with
lace lily print sleeves and lace
over a taffeta bodice. A threequarter-length veil was held with
a pearl headpiece, and the bride
carried a bouquet of pink roses
and baby's breath.
Attending the bride was her
aunt, Anna Asha, from Quesnel,
who wore a pink afternoon dress
with a white and silver corsage,
and pink flowers in her hair.
The groom and his attendant,
brother Dave Trenholm, wore:
black suits and rose boutonnieres.
Following the ceremony, a
three-tiered cake made by the
bride's grandmother and decorated by the bride's mother, was
served to the wedding party and
guests.

HARDWOOD
HARDWOOD
PLYWOOD
Prices you can afford

OAKS
MAHOGANIES
TEAKS etc
WESTWIND

WOODWORK

10230 B o w e r b a n k , S i d n e y

656-0848

Music for the occasion was
provided on the piano by longtime friend, Rick Parsons.
The toast to the bride was
delivered by her uncle, Fernie
Guilbault of Sidney.
Special guests attending the
wedding were the bride's grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rahn
of Salt Spring Island, and the
bride's great-grandmother, Mrs.
Emma Farko of Vernon, B.C..
Out-of-town guests attended
from Langley, Nanaimo, Williams
Lake, Quesnel, Nakusp, Vernon,
Vancouver and Sidney.
Following a two-week honeymoon in Mexico, the couple now
resides on Salt Spring.

REMEMBER
DOG LICENCE
TIME
WITHOUT A TAG
YOUR DOG IS
JUST ANOTHER
STRAY!!!
^

Capital Regional District
Animal Control Division

FOR I N F O R M A T I O N

478-0624
T A G S AVAILABLE AT YOUR
LOCAL VENDORS

Licensing before
March 31st qualifies
you to win a Dog
House or a 10' by 12'
Chainlink Kennel.

The day before Ash Wednesday is Shrove Tuesday, so named
because it was the day when
people were "shriven," or confessed their sins before Lent.
In England, Shrove Tuesday is
also called "Pancake Tuesday."
During Lent, a fairly strict fast
was kept; people did not eat
meat, fats or dairy products. The

best way to clean out the larder
before the beginning of the fast
was to make pancakes.
On Salt Spring Island, Shrove
Tuesday will be marked February
16 with a pancake lunch at St.
George's Hall in Ganges, beginning at 11:30 am. Cost of the
lunch will be $3 for adults and
$1.50 for children under the age
of 12 years.

SHAKE'N'SHINGLE
RE-ROOF — N E W — REPAIRS
Free estimate — 5 year warranty — could save $$$!

RON CALBERY — 653-4463
Serving all the Gulf Islands since 1981

Box 1187, Ganges
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For working artists
Seafood at Vesuvius Bay...

Benefit plans being offered
Dental plans, medical plans,
pension plans and life insurance
don't usually come up in
conversations among artists.
However a relatively new
organization called Artsfund is
facilitating these and other services
on behalf of working artists in
Canada.
Artsfund, based in Vancouver,
is a non-profit society whose
mandate is to make accessible to
artists those benefits which are
most often available to employees
of larger companies.
Artsfund does not seek or
receive government funding and is
administered by a board of 10
directors. Its membership fees are
$5 for artists under the age of 25,
$10 for those over 25, $25 for
organizations with under 25
members and $50 for groups of
over 25 members.
Artsfund is providing an
alternative services plan for selfemployed artists, most of whom
subsist on the poverty line. So
here's the scoop as far as I can
make out.
Artsfund provides two different
plans. Plan 25 is a preventative
dental care program which
provides 80 per cent coverage to a
maximum of $1,000 per year for:
diagnostic services such as Xrays,
oral examinations and consultations; preventative services such as
cleaning and band and loop, space
maintainers; surgical services, such
as extractions; endodontics such as
root canal work; and periodontics
(treatment of tissue supporting
teech).
Plan One is more comprehensive
(and expensive) and includes
extensive dental care, extended
health coverage, life insurance and
accidental death and dismemberment coverage.
Both plans include a probation
period on the dental segment of
three months and are only
available to artists whose annual
income exceeds $8,000. Wage
indemnity and disability insurance
are available under certain
conditions.
The plans are available to family
units of the traditional and nontraditional variety. Family
premiums are $28/month for plan
25, and $58.10 for Plan One. The
two plans are underwritten by
M.S.A./Blue Cross.
In addition to the above,
Artsfund is providing artists with
investment pension programs.
Over 10 investment funds,
managed by Royal Trust, are
available with contributions
starting at $10 per month.
Through the Bank of B.C.,
Artsfund members are offered
special banking privileges,
including free chequing and
corporate prime rate on approved
loans. And, during February,

artseen
by gary cherneff
Artsfund co-ordinates a financial
planning seminar. For a fee the
Artsfund has a finance program
available and offers a contract
protection system.
Well, all this is a pretty big lump
to swallow all at once, so I suggest

SEASIDE KITCHEN

that if you're interested you should
contact Artsfund at 307-2228
Franklin Street, Vancouver. V5L
1R9.

Lunch Specials from 11:30 am
Dinner Specials 5-8 pm

•

Golden Island
Chinese Restaurant — Licensed
LUNCH . . . . Tues.-Fri. 11:30-2
DINNER . . . Tues.-Thurs. 5-10

Fulford school to open
'gallery'for artworks
Fulford elementary school artists will soon have a location to
display their artworks: the
school's art committee is preparing a gallery.
Each year, according to the
committee, Fulford school gets
"more and more" into the arts,
with students constantly improving their skills and techniques.
The gallery will give the young
artists a chance to display some of
their work. All students have
been encouraged to contribute
their art, and offers from the
community and local artists are

Fri.-Sat. 5-11; Sun. 5-9

LUNCH
SPECIAL . . your choice $4.25

CLOSED MONDAYS
Upper Ganges Centre, Ganges

• Well-known Vancouver instruc-

537-2535 ,

4

also being accepted.
The gallery hopes to display a
variety of styles representing all
age groups. Simple paperworks
— such as prints, pencil crayon,
paint, pencil, felt, watercolour or
charcoal pieces — would be best,
the committee suggests.
Because space is limited, however, not all works can be accepted.
To this end, contributions should
be no larger than 60 centimetres by
70 centimetres.
All contributions for the gallery
must be received by Fulford
School by February 15.

Valentines
Candlelight Dinner for 2
Saturday, Feb. 13 — 6-9 pm
B Y RESER VA TION ONL Y

95

39

(couple)

* y

Weavers plot schedule for
demonstrations, workshops
The weavers and spinners guild
of Salt Spring Island has scheduled a February 11 workshop for
members interested in doublebinding techniques.
The workshop, to be led by
member Doris Mowbray, is part
of the guild's spring program of
instruction featuring well-known
off-island and local teachers.
Also on the agenda are in-guild
Thursday study groups working
on projects like the design and
weaving of a Salt Spring Island
tartan and friendship quilt woven
with various techniques of colonial design.
The guild floor loom, meanwhile, is in full use by members
weaving their own "double
corduroy" technique rugs.
In addition, a study group for
beginners is meeting on the
second Thursday of each month.
The spring workshop scheduled
also includes:
• Guild member Judith McKenzie
will instruct a March 17-18 session on advanced spinning.

537-2249

LICENSED

As long as we're in the area of
money and security you might be
interested to know that the
provincial ministry of industry and
small business development makes
available a large amount of
information in the form of books,
pamphlets, tapes and videos.
These are available at the B.C.
Enterprise Centre at B.C. Place on
the Expo site.

Avocado with Shrimp
f £ Filet Mignon with Sauce Bordelaise
Vegetables, Potatoes Parisienne

tor Diane Mortenson will lead a
three-day workshop on "the loom
as a tool," on May 17, 18 and 19
at the Catholic Church hall.
The guild holds business meetings in Mahon Hall on the first
Thursday of each month, beginning at 10:30 am. New members
or visitors are welcome. Regular
weekly meetings are each Thursday at 10:30 am in Mahon Hall.
Further information on programs and memberships is available from president A l Pike
(537-5134) or program convener
Ena Nemeth (537-4430).

Apple Salad Grandmother Style

Closed Sunday evening, Feb.14th

RESERVATIONS:

537-5041

The Blue Heron Dining Room will be

OPEN
VALENTINE'S WEEKEND . . .

A special treat
for your special
sweetheart...

Feb. 12, 13 & 14, 5-9 pm

Reservations recommended.
Featuring our Steak & Lobster Combo for $19.95.
JOIN U S F O R L U N C H OR DINNER IN T H E PUB!

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Valentine's
Day J^eb.14

at the

BAY WINDOW

Open for dinner Fri., Sat. & Sun. from 5:30
Open for Sunday Brunch 11:30-2:00
Call 537-5651 for reservations.

375 Baker Road, Ganges

Kitchen open 7 days a week: 11:30-8:30 Sun.-Thurs.; 11:30-9:30 Fri. &

Entertainment in the Pub Fri. & Sat., Feb. 12-13

SOUVENIR

(male/female duo)

R O O M R A T E S — $25 plus tax
Stay at the head of Fulford Harbour—modern, comfortable accommodation,
full bathroom facilities and satellite colour TV. Call 653-4432.
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Work of Indian stone carver
incorporates guardian spirit
By R E G A S H W E L L
Among the many joys extant in
the creative fields that surround art
dealers and art collectors are the
unique opportunities available to
view and examine provocative and
original new objets d'art.
Every once in a great while, a
new artist appears on the scene to
demonstrate an original and
exciting talent, and those fortunate
enough to view and handle the
work count themselves as
fortunate indeed. Just such an
artist is Lome Fineday, a Cree
Indian sculptor who recently
arrived on Salt Spring Island to
settle in and join this fair island's
ever-growing art colony.
Lome was born in the Indian
hospital at North Battleford,
Saskatchewan, in 1951. A fullblooded Cree, he was raised on the
Red Pheasant reserve at Eagle Hill
until the age of six, when his
grandparents sent him to an
Anglican boarding school, where
he remained for eight years. Those
were happy times, in congenial
surroundings, where the youngster
soon showed a remarkable ability
to draw.
"It was just kid's stuff —
cowbo"»and Indians and horses,"
Fine^tyjpicalls, "but it awakened
in me*STlesire to express my Cree
heritage through the medium of
the arts."
As he grew older, Fineday
experimented with oils and other
media and did a number of
creditable drawings in ink. He
moved to British Columbia's west
coast in 1964 and immediately
became fascinated with Northwest
Coast Indian art, which he wisely
decided not to try to emulate.
Fineday says he enjoyed a fair
success with wood-carving but did
not find a true outlet for his
creative energies until he began
working in stone, testing his skills
in alabaster, marble, jade and
soapstone.
, ± r > & to refer to his art as
bein-J j-~y-abstract or impressionistic anSTagrees that his carvings
are tinged with a powerful element
of Indian Shamanism. The artist's
work is steeped in his Indian
heritage, and he is strongly
influenced by traditional Cree
beliefs — a fascinating element of
which is the conviction that all
living creatures have a personal
guardian spirit watching over them
throughout their sojourn on earth.
This mystical theory is well defined
in Fineday's soapstone head of an
eagle (see illustration), where the
powerful image of the "guardian
spirit" protrudes from the eagle's
neck feathers, below the beak.
T

Watching Fineday carve is a
captivating experience, where the
observer is tellingly aware of the
artist's consummate skill as a
sculptor. Without so much as a
preliminary design or a rough
drawing to guide him, he chips and
chisels away at the rather
colourless block of soapstone, all
the while conversing eloquently
about his Cree beliefs, and his
hopes and ambitions for the
future. It is not until after the artist
has completed his extensive system
of waxing and polishing that the
true texture and vibrant colours of
the stone emerge to add a rich
lustre to the finished work of art.

W. E. SMITH
Denturist

537-9611
210 Upper Salt Spring Way
Mall to Box 1209,

Ganges, B.C.
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Gulf Island Tree Service
• Dangerous tree removal • Fully insured
• Prompt, fast & efficient • Free guaranteed estimates
R.R. 4, Fort St., C 162, Ganges 537-9662

Sunday Morning

Bubbly Brunch
Featuring our

Examples of Fineday's carvings
Fineday prefers to sculpt large
pieces, five feet or more in height,
which he feels offer a wider range
for the more complex interpretations of his highly imaginative
ideas and abilities. Nevertheless,
the smaller pieces — ranging up to
about 15 inches in height and
diameter, and just as carefully and
exquisitely executed — are
affordable and thus extremely
popular with collectors, who snap
them up wherever they are
displayed.
Fineday admits to a restlessness
in his make-up, and by choice he
has continued to live a seminomadic life. He retains an abiding
interest in the Indian peoples of
North America, enjoys mixing
with the various tribes, and goes
out of his way to understand their
customs and absorb what he can of
their art forms and tribal ways of
life. His travels have taken him to
many out-of-the-way areas
throughout the United States and
Canada.
Says Fineday: "All I need is my
pack-sack containing my carving
tools and a good sized chunk of
soapstone and I can feel at home
anywhere. When I'm travelling
around the country, I like to seek
out Indian bands in remote areas
where the people have retained
their original culture and lifestyle
as far as possible. I learned a lot

while I was living among the
Indians in the Mount Shasta area.
Another memorable highlight was
carving with Indians in Santa Fe,
New Mexico. Y o u get to
understand a little more about
what it must have been like in the
old times, before the white man
came and tried to change our
culture."
Fineday originally planned to
spend only a few months on Salt
Spring Island and then to up
anchor and away to wherever his
restless urges might take him. But
(loosely quoting Burns), "the best
laid plans of mice and men often go
astray," and the artist finds himself
becoming increasingly infected
with the magic of the islands. He
recently went so far as to hint that
he just might decide to buy himself
a house on the island and
permanently join Salt Spring's
growing art colony.
There is a mystique about the
work of this talented sculptor and
his carvings have been successfully
shown at many leading galleries
throughout Canada and the
United States. On the west coast,
his sculptures, when available, can
be seen at the Vancouver Art
Gallery, the M a r i o n Scott
Galleries in Vancouver, the Quest
Gallery in Victoria, and at the
Pegasus Gallery in Ganges village,
on Salt Spring Island.

r V E S W I T J S
E X T R A O R D I N A R Y PUB F A R E

Che Inn Kitchen
Open noon-8 pm Sun.-Thurs., noon-9 pm Fri. & Sat.

PRIME RIB BUFFET
& Carnations for the Ladies.
Served 11:30 am-2:30 pm — 10.95

Sunday Evening

BUFFET

DINNER

6-8:30 pm — 12.95

Reservations: 537-4441

Che €hurt
Lunch Special — Feb. 13-19

SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS

495

Steaming pasta & spicy meatballs
with a rich tomato sauce & garlic bread

Dinner Special — Feb. 13-19

8 oz. NEW YORK
PEPPER STEAK
Broiled & simmered in a brandy cream sauce
with stuffed potato & fresh veggies

1 2

95

Valentine's Dinner Buffet

*3

Sunday, Feb. 14
A deluxe seafood & beef buffet...
1 3.95 — Seniors & Kids 8.95

Seatings at 5:30 & 7:30 pm — PLEASE RESERVE EARLY.

PUB O P E N S A T N O O N
In the Pub Fri. & Sat., Feb. 12-13
Call 537-2312

The JACK LORDS
HARBOUR HOUSE
HOTEL
537-5571
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Subscription & Advc
Information:

• PENDER ISLAND
Correspondent: Casey O'Connor 629-3579
• SATURNA ISLAND
Correspondent: Priscilla Janszen 539-2591
• GALIANO—SOUTH END
Correspondent: Florence Dodwell 539-2634
• GALIANO: NORTH END
Correspondent: Alistair Ross 539-2294

Call Toll Free:

1-800-663-55

Outer Islands Section
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Burns Night event features Vancou
By ALISTAIR ROSS
N O R T H G A L I A N O — Robbie
Burns' birthdate was January 25
and most celebrations of the poet's
memory occur on or near that date
— but not on Galiano. The reason
is that a group of Scottish Country
Dancers come from Vancouver
each year to help the North
Galiano Community Association
stage the event and is available
only after all the Vancouver
celebrations are over.
With the ladies in Aboyne
costume and the fellows in kilt,
black tie and jackets, they have
performed at seven Burns'suppers
now. Their dancing always inspires
Galianoites, dancers and nondancers alike. The Cairngorm
Dancers performed four dances
this year. Two of them — The Bees
of Maggie Knockater, a jig by
John Dewry, and Nottingham
Lace, a reel — showed off the
d a n c e r s ' t e c h n i q u e most
effectively. All four of their dances
were well received — fun to do and

Bob Currie

Missing dog discovered
after two weeks in woods
By F L O R E N C E D O D W E L L
SOUTH G A L I A N O — Stewart,
the white West Highland terrier,
has been found. Frightened by
large dogs, he ran into the Bluff
Park area on Saturday, January
23.
At the same time and in the same
area, he was found two weeks later
by Sandy Dolph of Cain Point.
When she called his name, he leapt
nervously into her arms. Then she
put him into her van and drove
home, where her excited children
gave him food, water and
affection.
It is suspected that Stewart had
found food during his sojourn as
he seemed to be in good condition.
A large tick was removed and
otherwise he just needed a good
washing and brushing.
The owners from North
Vancouver were phoned and they
arrived the next day to pick up
their precious pet. A happy ending
to a co-operative Island search.

Book sale
The regular book sale by the
women's auxiliary to the South
Galiano Volunteer Fire
Department will be held on
Saturday, February 20, from 2 pm
to 4 pm. Stocks of paperbacks are
low and donations would be
welcome. Please call 5737 or leave
books at the Fire Hall.

Church notices
The Needle Guild is pleased to
announce a presentation of baby
quilts on March 6 at 3 pm in the
North Galiano Community Hall.
This will follow the 2 pm. Anglican
Church service at the North End,
with Dan Noonan officiating.
On Monday, February 8, newlyelected officers attended the parish
council meeting at 9:30 am in the
Sunday School. The bible study
group met in the home of Arno
Diehl at 2:30 pm.
i * * » « » » • * « 4 »*• •

«* * t -m

• Sunday, Feb. 14: Ian Hooley will
conduct the Lay Reader Service.
• February 17: Time to be
announced for the Ash Wednesday
Service.
• Sunday, February 21: For the
first Sunday of Lent, a United
Church Service will be conducted
by Rev. Hugh Hunter.

Dance
A Valentine's dance will be held
this Saturday, February 13, at the
South Galiano Community Hall,
beginning at 9 pm. Music is by
Roots Roundup, a calypso and ska
band from Vancouver, and the
audience will be in costume.
Advance tickets only are being
sold.

Otters soccer
Last Saturday saw the Galiano
Otters Soccer Club host the two
top teams in the Inter-Island
League, the Salt Spring Kicks and
the Fulford Hawks. As usual, a
large crowd of parents and
supporters were in attendance at
the community field to cheer the
fine play.
The Otters once again displayed
determination and excellent
passing but came up short in both
matches against the more
experienced Salt Spring teams.
Special mention should be made of
Laurie Baines'tireless efforts as the
Otters most effective striker, Colin
MacDougal's outstanding play in
goal, and 12-year-old Christopher
Walker's competent refereeing.

Precipitation
It may be interesting to note that
December was the only relatively
normal month for rainfall on
Galiano since April, 1987, as 5.5
inches fell during the month.
January 1988 came up with only
2.75 inches, far below average.

fun to watch.
The supper for 70, beginning
with spinach dip and ending with
mince pies and hard sauce,
included the traditional ham,
neeps, and haggis. Also on the
table were pickled crabapples,
rolls, oatcakes and chocolates —
all home made, of course.
After such a meal the speakers
had a serious competition for the
audience's attention. Joe Fleming
got things off to a good start with
his amusing and gracious toast to
the ladies, replied to by Audrey
Cook. Michael Warren, of
Victoria, gave the immortal
memory, a well researched and
scholarly tribute to Burns with
appropriate quotations from the
bard's works, in English and
Lallans, the tongue of-his day. As
many do, Mr. Warren considers
Burns' songs to be some of his best
work. Later in the programme,
with Ann Duncan at the piano,
some Burns' favourites were sung
by all.

Angus Wilson, a teenager from
Vancouver, piped three short
selections. Earlier, his father Les
piped in the haggis, held proudly
on its silver platter by Alistair
Ross. Bob Currie's rich Scottish
brogue cast a spell on the guests as
he recited Burns' Ode to the
Haggis.
A moment of hilarity occurred
during the evening when the draw
for a Texas Mickey took place.
With due ceremony a name was
drawn — Sam Wishart. Who is
Sam? Sam is a five-month-old
Dachshund puppy belonging to
association secretary Edith
Wishart and her husband Terry.
His master tells your reporter that
Sam had his photograph taken
with his prize, but showed little
interest really. Perhaps if the prize
had been German beer or wine.
Drew Couture of Clanton Road
won the door prize, a bottle of
wine. He appeared to be both
pleased and interested.

BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD
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GALIANO ISLAND
17.5 VIEW A C R E S F A C I N G S. W. - over Trincomali C h a n n e l .
5 0 0 sq. ft. cabin to live in w h i l e you build. Offers accepted on
$130,000.
C O N V E N I E N T A N D A F F O R D A B L E 3 BR. FAMILY H O M E
near Bluff Park and stores. Attached g a r a g e / w o r k s h o p . N e w
well. Landscaped gardens a n d large decks for entertaining.
Offered at $ 7 8 , 0 0 0 .
I M M A C U L A T E W A T E R F R O N T H O M E WITH S. W. VIEWS
over Trincomali C h a n n e l . Moorage w i t h 4 3 0 ft. of lowbank
waterfront. Vendor financing. $ 2 4 9 , 0 0 0 .
1.04 VIEW A C S . O V E R L O O K I N G WHALER B A Y o n water
system. Ideal for your dream home or cottage retreat. Walk to
Sturdies Bay. Offers accepted on $ 4 0 , 0 0 0 .
NEW LISTING:
WELL BUILT ALPINE STYLE 3 BR. H O M E w i t h large decks.
W o o d l a n d setting w i t h some views of Georgia Strait. 1 / 2 block
from park and beach. Good value at $ 9 2 , 5 0 0 .
LOTS A N D A C R E A G E S F R O M $20,000.
For prompt, professional service, please call JILL P E N N Y 5395896 or write P.O. Box 252, Galiano Is., B.C. VON 1 PO.

If you qualify yoi
cheque for 85%
$300 of your ta>
95% of the rest,
tax return will be
prepared at no i
charge. So why
refund cheque t
mail? Ask about
at H&R Block, ar
refund fast.

Available«
H&R Block
105 Rainbow Ro
Hours: 9:30-6:00
9:30-5:00 Sa
Telephone 53'

MasterCard & Vi:

